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mormon bibliography 1990
ellen M copley and scott H duvall
ARTS AND

literature

art
barsch wulf E landscapes of the mind A portfolio of paintings by wulf E
barsch BYU studies 30 winter 1990 36 40
fielding cecelia something beyond painting BYUs state of the art BYU
today 44 september 1990 34 44
gibbs linda jones spirituality and modem art beyond the literal in search of
Sun stone
the sublime sunstone
slone 14 june 1990 20 26
johnson marian ashby minerva teichert Scrip
scnptonan
torian and artist BYU studies
scriptorian
scriptorial
30 winter 1990 66 70
laraway david art language and dualism A response to A meditation on
the nature of art
insight 6 fall 1990 17 18
winters charlene breathing new life into old art BYU today 44 january
1990

28 37

critical essays
collings michael R in the image of god theme characterization and
or son scott card new york greenwood
landscape in the fiction of orson
press 1990
england eugene mormon popular fiction this people I111I fall 1990 65 67
Mel
farr
melvilles
villes quarrel
fan cecilia konchar the philosopher with the brass plate melvillee
with mormonism in the confidence man american transcendental
61
quarterly 3 winter 1990 353 61
peterson daniel C ed review of books on the book of mormon vol 2 provo
monnon studies 1990
utah foundation for ancient research and mormon
1

personal essays
Suns rone
ailen james B course corrections some personal reflections sunstone
allen
alien
fone 14
40
october 1990 34
3440
11 9 no 3
II
1990 14
ilg
beecher maureen ursenbach of sparrows exponent 119
mom and the met this people I11I1 fall 1990 56 58
bell elouise M only when I11 laugh salt lake city signature books 1990
know ledge ed mane
marie cornwall
marle
zzzzucchini in women of wisdom and knowledge
and susan howe 237 39
1

copley is special collections and manuscripts department assistant harold B lee library
brigham young university and scott H duvall is chair special collections and manuscripts
department harold B lee library
ellen

M
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studies

bums mark K long nights journey into day when the darkness of doubt
precedes light in the restored gospel and applied christianity
1

10

christiansen stephen K turning the other cheek Is it feasible in the 1990s
in the restored gospel and applied christianity I11 19
cowles delys waite stranger in a strange land white on black in the grey
city in the restored gospel and applied christianity 21 30
etherton robert sir thomas more recent scholarship and a revisionist
thesis insight 5 winter 1990 29 33
faletti alex my true commencement in the restored gospel and applied
christianity 31 38
firth jason discovered on an island sacrifice and love in the restored
gospel and applied christianity 39 45
fogg brian J glimmers and glitches in zion in the restored gospel and
applied christianity 47 54
11
II 9 no 3
ilg
haight angela B ill get by As long As 1I have you exponent 119
1 1

395

12 13
1990
199012

ontai rooms in a flat world in the
Honz ontal
hayes michael blind cats and horizontal
restored gospel and applied christianity 55 63
hirschmann eric W doubts of a believer insight 6 fall 1990 19 22
43
holladay valerie
valene my mothers dolls inscape 1 1990 37
373
huff michael the Fi
fisherman inscape I1 1990- 17 211
shennan
jackson matthew A what of the one in the restored gospel and applied
christianity 65 73
knight gwendolyn for heroes proved in the restored gospel and applied
christianity 75 82
Mormoning in the restored
madsen stephanie G to joy in differences mormoning
gospel and applied christianity 8 3 91
the restored gospel and applied christianity student essays in honor of
president david 0 mckay provo utah center for the study of christian
brigham
bngham young
values in literature and the religious studies center bangham
university 1990
smith michael S A book from new haven inscape I 1990 75 78
1

1

novels
barker shane R firecracker salt lake city deseret book co 1990
cannon ann edwards the shadow brothers new york delacorte press 1990
eye for eye new york tor books 1990
card orson scott eyefor
the folk of the fringe london century 1990
fisher franklin bones salt lake city university of utah press 1990
hughes dean lucky s gold mine salt lake city deseret book co 1990
irvine R R gone to glory new york st martins press 1990
lund gerald N pillar of light A historical novel vol 1I of the work and the
glory salt lake city bookcraft 1990
mccloud susan evans beloved stranger salt lake city bookcraft 1990
jennie salt lake city bookcraft 1990
Crumble down salt lake city deseret book
marshall donald R enchantress of crumbledown

co
1990
co1990
Md pleton
walkama
pieton utah council press
Walkara mapleton
nelson lee storm testament VII walkara
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89

Loo kingor
lookingfor
lookingor
nielson veneta leatham Looking
for the blue rose logan utah V L neilsen
1990 distributed by utah state university press
sealy shirley 1I jason provo utah covenant communications 1990
smallwood susan dean true rings the heart salt lake city deseret book

co

1990

snedecor barbara elliott whisperings salt lake city bookcraft 1990
taylor curtis the invisible saint orem utah stanley curtis 1990
anddebra
debra salt lake city deseret book co 1990
weyland jack michelle and
yorgason blaine M and brenton yorgason here stands a man salt lake city
deseret book co 1990
short stories
fiihrer you know
fehrer
allred lee the fbhrer

the leading edge

no 22 fall 1990

145 60

anderson W suzanne or the year after the leading edge no 22 fall 1990
37 59

anderson tory danny inscape I1 1990 59 64
asplund russell W A pocket full of sky the leading edge no 2021 fall
winter 1990 89 99
youre old father william the leading edge no 2021 fallwinter
Fall Winter
1990 127
1990127

33

barrett
barren kaye father christmas new era 20 december 1990 32 35
black don J the little shepherd chicago covenant 1989
brown douglas M the 10 percent solution new era 20 january 1990 44 47
walker in the 1990 annual worlds best science
dogwalker
card orson scott Dog
fiction 188 213 new york daw books 1990
maps in a mirror the short fiction of orson scott card new york tor
books 1990
cheney margot ellen what comfort this sweet sentence sunstone 14
february 1990 34 42
clark stephanie swindle falling inscape 1 1990 7 14
oark
dark
1990 31 33
clawson caroline the last exit inscape
davis gary L the face in the photo new era 20 april 1990 36 39
devries rolf 1 I miss the city new era 20 july 1990 48 50
46 50
dunford nanette larsen typhoon new era 20 february 1990 4650
fillerup michael family plantation sunstone 14 april 1990 26 35
visions and other stories salt lake city signature books 1990
green holly sick inscape
1990 45 49
ming doves inscape I 1990 67 73
mourning
hatch scott Mou
houston N E and dialogue 23 summer 1990 138 62
howe susan getting to disneyland sunstone 14 august 1990 31 36
ivie metti enid Is at the door inscape I 1990 27 29
johnson lisa
who had everything new era 20 september 1990
the girl whohad
lisaa
lilaaA thegirl
1

1

1

1

34 38

jonas jamie time borrower the leading edge
edie no 22 fall 1990 127 36
jones helen walker the six buck fortune dialogue 23 fall 1990 193 200
kim walter keeping donna faithful esquire 114 july 1990 114 18
lakey todd dames games and insecticides the leading edge no 2021
Fall Winter 1990 79 87
fallwinter
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littke lael the chastity gum dialogue 23 fall 1990 188 92
littkelael
Fall Winter
eric pepsi bravo alpha the leading edge no 2021 fallwinter
lowe enc
39 56
lowe kathy and eric
62 77
1990

crisis
sisLine
line the leading edge no 22 fall
lowe Cn
cnsisline

1990

1990 51 54
Inscape
nishimoto kenneth in a lonely place inscape
parkin scott R empty every night the leading edge no 2021 fallwinter
Fall Winter
1

1990

65 76

parkin scott R ratchet the leading edge no 2021 Fall
Winter 1990
fallwinter
159 85
peterson levi S night soil salt lake city signature books 1990
de rubilar lisa madsen songs dialogue 23 fall 1990 176 85
schickedanz sean P in church In
scape 1I 1990 23 25
inscape
smurthwaite don oil slick brady new era 20 october 1990 40 47
spencer darrell K As long As lust Is short epoch 39 1990 102 10
song and dance high plains literary review 5 fall 1990 6 3 11
stone peter john the man who counted stars new era 20 may 1990
38 46
summers david the ghost squadron the leading edge no 2021 fall
winter 1990 9 31
tippetts zachary drawing conclusions new era 20 august 1990 38 43
david L of pleasures and palaces dialogue 23 winter 1990 141 64
wright
wnghtdavidl
yeates alma J A light still burning new era 20 june 1990 32 39
1

383

plays

chandler neal
27 50

appeal to a lower court

sunstone
Sun stone
slone

14

december 1990

poetry
1990 66
abrams david on becoming a jesuit literature and belief 10
101990
allen
alien
ailen lynette K the day he gave me glasses new era 20 april 1990 51
alien
allen
ailen penny the word was unperfected till made flesh sunstone 14
140ctober
october
1

43
anderson janice reisewitz
1990

birth wish sunstone 14 august 1990 58
crib death the other side of the desk sunstone 14 october 1990 40
andrus R blain A gathering storm BYU studies 30 spring 1990 46
ashworth kathryn R wyoming BYU studies 30 spring 1990 126 27
asplund russell W an astronaut discusses a black hole binary system the
Winter 1990 187
leading edge no 2021 Fall
fallwinter
no green hills the leading edge no 22 fall 1990 109
baker virginia ellen rest sunstone 14 august 1990 8
sea of sinai sunstone 14 june 1990 58
bell elouise psalm for a saturday night sunstone 14 april 1990 10
belim
beil
bell M shayne on visiting ezra pounds birthplace hailey idaho sunstone
beli
bellm
14 february 1990 42
kchau senhor
sendor sunstone 14 february 1990 53
tchau
11
bergeson jo anne nettles of god exponent II
il 9 no 3 1990 10
1990 10
there must be music when it snows exponent 11IIil 9 no 331990
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mormon
aphy 1990
mof mon bibliography
bibliogr achy
bof

91

bjork dale until the day ensign 20 march 1990 7
black dianna subduction zone BYU studies 30 spring 1990 90
hagest
vest pocatello idaho harvest pubbrower R K scenes from the hai
hal
haiest
lishers 1989
bullinger cara for those looking too hard for love sunstone 14 june
1990 19
A phone call from the desert sunstone 14 june 1990 44
burket cherie
cherle L cycle of mothers and daughters BYU studies 30 winter
chene
1990 127
calhoun scott elgin no wings like this inscape 1 1990 56 57
In scape 1 1990 15
mamle to laura how it feels inscape
marnie
campbell mamie
christmas R A illness in the family dialogue 23 winter 1990 44
abortions
did I1 have an abortion9
abortion9 exponent 11II 9 no 4 1990 18 19
easom jennifer child inscape I1 1990 65
eastman rachel wet cookies new era 20 february 1990 51
england eugene pilgrims tar river poetry 29 spring 1990 25
epperson steven the restoration of all things sunstone 14 april 1990 15
the veil sunstone 14 february 1990 5
flower keith winnowing dialogue 23 spring 1990 175
forbis dianne dibb being in good grace ensign 20 august 1990 17
garff lisa coolness new era 20 june 1990 51
gay maryjan life song inscape 1I 1990 79
glass vera M the prelude ensign 20 june 1990 7
hall randall L laman struggles towards morning BYU studies 30 summer
1990 110
the river sidon BYU studies 30 summer 1990 143
A stirring remembrance BYU studies 30 summer 1990 88
hamblin laura this then november dialogue winter 1990 139
unto tarshish BYU studies 30 spring 1990 32
harris
hams john sterling the age of wonders BYU studies 30 fall 1990 58
rattler BYU studies 30 fall 1990 57
the world of men BYU studies 30 fall 1990 20
if 9 no 331990
119
1990 11
hart lee ann symbiosis exponent ilg
1990
need and other poems
haupt russell N in times of
ofneed
II 9 no 3 1990 10
hawkins lisa bolin body image exponent 11
II 9 no 331990
1990 10
introspection polishing limestones
Lime stones exponent 11
haws noreen A travel new era 20 july 1990 5 11
11
il 9 no 3 1990 11
heath megan thayne cynical shepherd exponent II
if 9 no 331990
1990 11
119
hemming jill flat night window exponent ilg
grandpa dialogue 23 spring 1990 38
hinkson christy riches his fathers eyes new era 20 december 1990 511
home lewis the youngest daughters tale dialogue 23 winter 1990
165 66
howe susan nor am I1 who 1I was then the new yorker 10 december
1990 58
tino for crazy horse sunstone 14 october 1990 27
Wai
waiting
hunter donnell walting
wal
welcome stranger BYU studies 30 fall 1990 54
if 9 no 3 1990 11
119
hurzeler janet F illumination exponent ilg
jole douglas the mound at bryn
no 2021 fall
celli addu
edgeco
edgeno
leading edge
bryncelliddu
ddu the
theleading
winter 1990 77
1

rier

1

np
ap
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jones alonzo H deliverance BYU studies 30 fall 1990 6
jones geoffrey arthur my willful prayer in the fall sunstone
1990

14

studies
october

7

kartchner ellen andante dialogue 23 winter 1990 170 7 1
dancing in the finite sun sunstone 14 february 1990 8
for my dead sunstone 14 february 1990 8
larsen lance rainbow new era 20 september 1990 5 1
larson clinton F sun wind orem utah geneva steel corp 1990
the twentieth maine regiment at gettysburg BYU studies 30 winter
1990 70
grain of sand sunstone 14 august 1990 56
liu timothy A gram
one year sunstone 14 december 1990 26
mcarthur madelyn A child of god new era 20 march 1990 67
miller molly S the dream of love ensign 20 december 1990 11
miner virginia scott the geranium ensign 20 march 1990 7
mitchella
mitchellA R daddy hung me out dialogue 23 fall 1990 126
moore carolyn reading milton in the produce department literature and
1990 116 17
101990
belief 10
munk margaret rampton psalm A skeptics prayer sunstone 14 june
1

1

1990

13

nielsen evans my child my friend emotional
nielsen dorothy L and claudia
claudianielsenevans
N p covenant 1990
np
skills tor
survival skillsfor
for LDS mothers ap
ottesen carol oark
clark
dark sing a new song sunstone 14 december 1990 26
partridge dixie one of the women dialogue 23 fall 1990 138 39
obsidian literature and belief 10
1990 109
101990
paul marsha powers
fowers metamorphosis ensign 20 august 1990 17
roghaar brad L couplets for an only son BYU studies 30 fall 1990 56
11 9 no 3
aBeth L suicide exponent II
1990 10
revabeth
russell Rev
saderup dian drawn sunstone 14 august 1990 36
samuelson scott the deseret milk company dialogue 23 spring 1990
162 63
valediction sunstone 14 june 1990 56
what mary gobel pay did not say at the mouth of immigration canyon
december 10 1856 sunstone 14 october 1990 58
sm nora looking out into october new era 20 october 1990 5 11
Schela
iasin
scholasm
schelasm
schelasin
Schelasin
sharp loretta M in late september literature and belief 10 1990
118 19

sharp loretta randall blood poem sunstone 14 august 1990 23
doing it sunstone 14 april 1990 41
going home dialogue 23 winter 1990 131 32
the slow way home dialogue 23 fall 1990 174 75
the table sunstone 14 june 1990 8
south joe the teddy bear inscape
jnscape 1 1990 55
stewart pilar thursday at 10 15 inscape I 1990 34 35
stone ann gardner sisters exponent 11
II
il 9 no 3 1990 2
stones kristine spirit free new era 20 may 1990 5 1
swenson may if 1I had children dialogue 23 fall 1990 124 25
Choke echem
tanner anita chokechem
es dialogue 23 spring 1990 176
Chok
chokechemes
chemes
deity dialogue 23 fall 1990 166 67
taylor sally his name BYU studies 30 summer 1990 109
1

1

1
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mormon
mol mon bibliography 1990
moi

93

1990 5
taylor sally endings hobnob
hob nob 22 no 221990
hob nob
noh 22 no 2 1990 5
the opposition hobnob
thayne emma lou for mt air sunstone 14 february 1990

19

psalm

sunstone 14 august 1990 14
things happen dialogue 23 summer 1990 11 12
you heal dialogue 23 summer 1990 13
thompson deborah elsewhere new era 20 november 1990 5 1
1990 53
todd gertrude viehweg the psalm of my soul ensign 20 january 199053
walker steven C psalm the lord Is our light sunstone 14 december
1

1990

8

welker holly commerce dialogue 23 summer 1990 106 7
1 I can wait for dialogue 23 fall 1990 62
wheeler dorothy K the blood in my veins dialogue 23 fall 1990 138 39
white philip topaz sunstone 14 february 1990 48
wilcox val camenish immortality new era january 1990 51
11 9 no 3 1990
new physics light law exponent 119
II
10
ilg
11
II 9 no 3 1990 11
A too long time exponent 119
1

miscellaneous

grondahl calvin utah andall
jazz salt lake city signature books 1989
thatjazz
and ali
ail that
all
fazz
andali

bibliography
blasi anthony J and michael W cuneo the sociology of religion an
organizational bibliography new york garland publishing 1990
duvall scott H mormon bibliography 1989 BYU studies 30 fall 1990
125 60
frazier karen purser bibliography of social scientific historical and popular
writings about mormon women provo utah womens research
institute brigham young university 1990
women ensign magazinejanuary
mormonwomen
bibliography offritings
ofwntings about mormon
magazine january
1971 to march 1990 provo utah womens research institute brigham
young university 1990
midgley louis comp hugh winder nibley bibliography and register in
by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
xv lxxxvii
icv
lxxxvn
ixv
saliba john A social science and the cults an annotated bibliography new
york garland publishing 1990
sorenson john L and martin H raish pre columbian contact with the
americas across the oceans an annotated bibliography provo utah
research press 1990
1

BIOGRAPHY AND

autobiography

anderson arthur S friendships gift in A christmas to remember 24 26
anderson lavina fielding A strenuous business the achievement of helen
candland stark dialogue 23 fall 1990 12 33
marliyn christmas alone in A christmas to remember 54 56
arnold marilyn
men lii
ill home art promoter and early utah
merrill
arrington harriet home alice menill
legislator utah historical quarterly 58 summer 1990 261 76
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arrington leonard J brother brigham the human side this people I11I
spring 1990 26 32
david eccles pioneer western industrialist logan utah utah state
university press 1990
philoT farnsworth this people I I summer 1990
farm boy genius philot
1

1

1 1

61 62

ashton katherine whatever happened to maurine whipple sunstone 14
4
april 1990 36 41
ashton norma B A kaleidoscope of christmas in A christmas to remember
1

92 93
barnes
bames kathleen H giving and receiving in A christmas to remember 78 80
less mormon scout provo utah covenant
fearless
barrett ivan J eph hanks feat
communications 1990
barry matrina evanoff my missing piece in no more strangers comp
hartman rector and connie rector 413 18
beecher maureen ursenbach inadvertent disclosure autobiography in the
poetry of eliza R snow dialogue 23 spring 1990 94 107
people I11I1 summer 1990
benson lee larry Ni elsons himalayan high this
thispeople
29 30
lavell edwards this people I11I fall 1990 13 18
E some miracles take time A love story a tragedy a triumph provo
ESome
berg art esomemiracles
utah covenant communications 1990
guy A great little saint A brief look at the life of henry william
mguy
M
bishop aguy
bigler BYU studies 30 fall 1990 27 38
bitton davis an idaho christmas in the mid 1930s in A christmas to
remember 62 63
bradley martha S mary teasdel yet another american in paris utah
historical quarterly 58 summer 1990 244 60
bradshaw anne bridging the waves new era 20 november 1990 30 33
victor wilkins A shift of focus ensign 20 december 1990 64 65
robert dowling expressing love with chocolate ensign 20 july
1990 73
bringhurst newell G fawn M brodie her biographies as autobiography
pacific historical review 59 may 1990 203 29
Mormon
Monnon doms lost generation and no man knows
fawn M brodie mormondoms
monnondoms
my history journal of mormon history 16 1990 11 23
brinkman diane candidates for friendship new era 20 june 1990 12 15
buckhoff bill and scotia buckhoff no thank you were just looking in
no more strangers comp hartman rector and connie rector 439 45
busher kay the man who wouldnt quit john alden green this people 1I111I
holiday 1990 42 45
murray fowler zoo doctor this people I11I spring 1990 40 42
santa marias 90 year old leader reva tennant jensen this people 1I11I
fall 1990 39
butler helen please god dont send Us a missionary true west 37
november 1990 30 34
101
bybee ariel the angel tree in A christmas to remember 10
loi 3
cannon elaine roots of christmas joy in A christmas to remember 94 96
carter john E photographing across the plains charles R savage in 1866
nebraska history 71 summer 1990 58 63
1

1 1

425

1 1

1

1
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95

salt
christmas to remember A collection offavorite
of favorite holiday memories sait
salt lake
sai
city deseret book co 1990
chronicles of courage I vol to date salt lake city daughters of utah pio-

A

1

neers 1990
A spiritual satisfaction in all are
rah florence N 1 I had peace
chukwurah
Chukwu
alike unto god ed E dale lebaron 80 87
chynoweth rena and dean M shapiro the blood covenant the true story of
the ervil lebaron family and its rampage of terror and murder austin
diamond books 1990
clark
oark bruce B marvin ezra clark
dark
oark his many hundreds ensign 20 february
dark
1990 70
cline victor and lois cline christmas when the cupboard was bare in A
christmas to remember 48 50
connie rae matheson four million salmon call her mama ensign 20 july
1990 73
cooper albert C the road to sharon in no more strangers comp hartman
4 118 23
rector and connie rector 4118
1 53
courage
100
ofcourage 153
cottam naomi M native pioneer histories in chronicles of conrage
1990
191990
curtis bonnie life story of jacob michaelson snake river
ri er echoes 19
1

14 18

Ho
hoterene
terene mau back to the fold and now a shepherd ensign 20 july
dil tina moterene
1990

72

ste
sti angers
dixon philip C in the great and spacious building in no more strangers
4 155 73
comp hartman rector and connie rector 4155
driggs ken fundamentalist attitudes towards the church the sermons of
leroys
leroy
leroisS johnson dialogue 23 summer 1990 39 60
edmunds mary ellen christmas in africa in A christmas to remember
1

7

haroldeen
Jaroldeen the glorious gift in A christmas to remember 81 86
edwards jaroldeen
edwards pat christmas present and christmas past in A christmas to
remember 57 59
ejielo stephen C seek first the kingdom then retain the spirit in all are
alike unto god ed E dale lebaron 73 79
eka david william growing with the church in all are alike unto god ed

dale lebaron 55 64
pratt salt lake city university
aydison
addisonpratt
Ell
eil sworthSS george ed thejournals
ellsworth
fhe journals ofaddison
the
ike
of Addison
of utah press 1990
farnsworth elma G distant vision romance and discovery on an invisible
wemberly
Pem berly kent 1989
frontier salt lake city pemberly
flack dora D ed rawley A steel grip on family history ensign 20 april
E

1990

66 67

florence giles H
1990

jr dian thomas unusual

As usual

ensign 20 december

62 64

sowetow ensign 20 april 1990
julia mavimbela sowing seeds in soweto
68 69
roger drinkall and dian baker harmonious ensign 20 october
1990 56
sylvan wittwer feeding the worlds hungry ensign 20 march 1990

69 70

floyd seager care free
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geary edward A A visitable past virginia sorensens
Soren sens sanpete utah
sorenseni
historical quarterly 58 summer 1990 216 31
gibbons francis M george albert
albelt smith kind and caring christian prophet of
god salt lake city deseret book co 1990
gilmore thaya eggleston bill L hill painter of light ensign 20 june
1

1990

67

granger edwin V at peace at last in no more strangers comp hartman
rector and connie rector 469
4 69 91
grant helen R the richards family in chronicles of courage 11101
10 52
hacker peter R shooting the sheriff A look at bernard devoto historian
43
23243
utah historical quarterly 58 summer 1990 232
haizel faustina aba the church has touched my life polishing my whole
being in all are alike unto god ed E dale lebaron 65 72
hale grace mays As the sparrow in no more strangers comp hartman
46 68
rector and connie rector 4446
hardy lona shelley janice C loar weakness Is her strength ensign 20
january 1990 68
Haub
haubrich
nch sharon gehbauer anguished questions in no more strangers
comp hartman rector and connie rector 4112 17
hawkes sharlene wells gift from the heart in A christmas to remember
1

1

51 53
haycock D

arthur the christmas I1 remember most in A christmas to
43
remember 41
4143
christmas with a prophet in A christmas to remember 38 40
hiller larry A beauty and the best new era 20 june 1990 20 24
some kind of a record new era 20 march 1990 28 35
what jeff knows new era 20 may 1990- 20 27
new religions
and
homer michael W sir arthur conan doyle spiritualism ananew
andnew
dialogue 23 winter 1990 97 121
hoopes david S and roy hoopes the making of a mormon apostle the story
ofrudger clawson lanham md madison books 1990
rudger
of
hoopes roy my grandfather rudger clawson the mormon apostle
american heritage 41 february 1990 82 92
hortense allred hanson historian snake river echoes 19 1990 20 21
42
hugh nibley in black and white BYU today 44 may 1990 32
3242
hunt diane the hunts christmas pageant this people 1I11I holiday 1990
1

21 23

inmpey jude
E

1I

the lords hands

dale lebaron 95

upon me

in

all are alike unto god ed

104

baender L E 1I 1 I1 had been searching for god in allare
isekuncola baende
ait are alike unto
all
ati
god ed E dale lebaron 105 9
jack elaine L rings of growth in A christmas to remember 27 29
janke hannelore in the spirit of christmas in A christmas to remember
104 6
jeffery janet franson history of the james lake jr family murray utah
roylance 1990
jepsen bettyjo
in
betty jo christmas from the past ina
lnaA christmas to remember 72 74
johnson joseph william billy we felt the spirit of the pioneers in all are
alike unto god ed E dale lebaron 13 23
johnson lane david gardiner
gardmer the priesthood difference ensign 20 october
1990 57
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johnson lane ron hernandez
new nation same spirit ensign 20 august
He
mandez
1990
70
199070
johnson lisa A the goalkeeper new era 20 february 1990 32 34
take a swing at it new era 20 may 1990 28 33
what comes around goes around new era 20 june 1990 28 3 1
johnson marian A minerva teichert scriptorial
scriptorian
Scrip torian and artist BYU studies 30
summer 1990 66 70
jolley clifton H the miracle of hidden treasure mine this people I11I spring
1

1

1990

1

34 39

kartchner kenner casteel frontier fiddler the life of a northern arizona
pioneer tucson university of arizona press 1990
kauffman earl not just for kicks new era 20 september 1990 12 15
kelly nina burk keep A goin A biography of
asahel woodruffburk
woodruff burk provo
ofasahel
stevensonn
Steven sons genealogy center 1989
utah stevensons
kimball violet jerry willis from minister to deacon ensign 20 march
1990

68 69

kissi emmanuel abu 1 I have found the fullness in
ali are alike unto god ed
all
inallarealike
E dale lebaron 24 35
klomp kathleen F hortense beers waving Us on ensign 20 february 1990
70 71

kwame adjei

now I1 was at home

in all are alike unto god ed E dale

lebaron 119 24
lantos annette tilleman the lawgiver in no more strangers comp
hartman rector and connie rector 4174 81
larsen bryant R roy webster to swim and not be weary ensign 20
1

january 1990 68 69
larson stan the odyssey of thomas stuart ferguson

dialogue 23 spring

1990 55 93
lebaron E dale ed all are alike unto god salt lake city bookcraft 1990
among rhe
the valiant A true story with an approach to
lewis tessie peck larson amongthe
joyful living orem utah cedar fort 1990
lind don the christmas moon in A christmas to remember 75 77
lindsay richard the real christmas of 1933 in A christmas to remember
99 100
linford marilynne the gifts and the giver in A christmas to remember
64 67
longo neusa walter spat and the first south american stake ensign 20
june 1990 32 33
madsen arch L A depression era christmas in A christmas to remember
97 98
madsen brigham D glory hunter A biography of patrick edward connor
salt lake city university of utah press 1990

madsen susan arrington the lord needed a prophet salt lake city deseret
book co 1990
mark M jennings first captain and brothers keeper ensign 20 july
1990 72
mare
Mar
margreette
marshall anneke MarR
greetje
reetie
reetle degroot not ashamed in no more strangers
margreetje
marrreetie
comp hartman rector and connie rector 492 103
matsumori jim yukio and junko fujitake their sharp door approach ensign
20 august 1990 68
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studies

at e alike
afe
only god knows our problems in all are
unto god ed E dale lebaron 133 40
mavimbela
mavirnbela julia N 1 I speak from my heart the story of a black south african
mane
woman in women of wisdom and knowledge ed marie
marle cornwall and
susan howe 61 72
where there has been a bloodstain a beautiful flower must grow
in all are alike unto god ed E dale lebaron 141 52
maxwell james R leroy zimmerman from MVP to coach Z ensign 20
june 1990 66
ali are alike unto god ed E dale
ail
all
mbele
abele sello isaac 1 I began to feel loved in AllAre
sobanda
maturure
Matur ure sabbath sibanda

lebaron 181 86
mcconkie amelia smith
remember 44 47

A smith family christmas

in A christmas to

christmas
chi
istman to rememistmas
mcconkie joseph fielding christmas memories in A cht
89 9
ber W
mccue robertj
stenhouse bachelor polygamist dialogue
maitlandstenhouse
robert J anthony maitland
23 spring 1990 108 25
mcgraw robert jarvis
jams
jaag seegmiller adding life to old age ensign 20 april
jaas
1

1990

67 68
endra and raj ensign 20 july 1990 70 711
kubendra
meek shirleen Kub
merrill milton R reed smoot apostle in
in politics logan utah utah state
university press 1990
sn angers comp
mourra alexandre so clear and wonderful in no more strangers
4 124 26
hartman rector and connie rector 4124
ndhlovu
nahlovu dolly henrietta come and follow jesus christ in all are alike unto
god
goded
ed E dale lebaron 169 75
boded
needham nancy kinsey norma love into the jungle ensign 20 october
1990 55 56
newbold gail andersen the seeker new era 20 october 1990 20 23
newman kenneth D soldiers were my missionaries ensign 20 february
1990 46
49
4649
newton marjorie
marjone B rosa clara bravery on the pacific ensign 20 august
1990 54 55
120 23
1990120
Nield sen veneta A tribute to may swenson dialogue 23 fall 1990
nieldsen
nielssen
it was the spirit in all are
nkitabungi mbuyi something touched me
alike unto god ed E dale lebaron 110 18
ekkers alice johanna 1 I would love to touch the door of the temple in all
okkers
are alike unto god ed E dale lebaron 176 80
olsen emma R foreign emigrant histories in chronicles of courage
1
289 328
oman richard G sculpting an LDS tradition ensign 20 october 1990
38 43
A e alike unto god
Celest me N nothing good comes easy in all are
omuka
omika celestine
ed E dale lebaron 88 94
orand terry A spiritual giant new era 20 october 1990 34 38
otoo joseph kwamena
kwabena 1 I was persecuted for my faith in all are alike unto
god
goded
ed E dale lebaron 43 54
boded
61
mases to remember in A christmas to remember 60 61
ottley joann Christ
christmases
chnstmases
perry janice kapp my heart sang a lullaby in A christmas to remember
33 37

383
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relief society
larene gaunt elect ladies presidents of the reliefsociety
salt lake city deseret book co 1990
nula new era 20 february 1990 36 39
formula
kendrakasi
kendra
kasl
kasi the forever Fon

peterson janet and

phair
plummer
PI ummer louise A kissy kissy christmas in A christmas to remember 8 12
pratte alf steve benson cartoons that cut this people I11I summer 1990
1 1

21 27

raikes ema live in harmony despite differences in all are alike unto god
ed E dale lebaron 162 68
rector hartman and connie rector no more strangers vol 4 salt lake city
bookcraft 1990
ricks norman E governor charles calvin moore
1990

snake river echoes

19

6 12

roberts B H the autobiography of B H roberts ed gary james bergera
salt lake city signature books 1990
rodriguez derin head from every nation salt lake city deseret book

co

1990

romney richard M the towers of chartres new era 20 july 1990 28 33
roy denny grant P skabelund and ray C hillam A time to kill reflections
on war salt lake city signature books 1990
ryan john lowell power to become in no more strangers comp hartman
rector and connie rector 419 38
nattan christmas in A christmas to remember 68 71
harmattan
rytting gloria W Han
Lefrandt dutch indonesian pioneer ensign 20
lefrandt
saily alice brewer bernard lefrantt
february 1990 58 60
sampson davis priscilla an instrument in his hands in all are alike unto
god ed E dale lebaron 36 42
scaggs wade C A new spirit within in no more strangers comp hartman
rector and connie rector 4104 11
an ensign 20 january 1990 69
schau lenore L gay cleverly the healing art
schettini yolanda my house in no more strangers comp hartman rector
and connie rector 4127 34
vitti 1 I needed a miracle and got it in no more strangers
bellavitti
schorr piera Bella
comp hartman rector and connie rector 41 12
searle don L the book convinced him ensign 20 march 1990 50 52
1990 56 57
giulia Trab
uio her fountain of youth ensign 20 october 199056
trabuio
1990 32 33
sermon anna little lost river valley snake river echoes 19
191990
sheffield william leaves in a stream in no more strangers comp hartman
rector and connie rector 4127 34
Si banda ernest 1 I am a free man in all are alike unto god ed E dale
1

lebaron

125 32

byustudies
studies
simon jerald F thomas bullock as an early mormon historian BYU
30 winter 1990

71 88

slusser alice pioneer journals in chronicles of courage 1201 48
smart william B life among the eskimos this people I11I holiday 1990
1 1

36 40
discovery journal ofazariah
smith azariah the gold discoveryjournal
of azariah smith ed david L bigler
salt lake city university of utah press 1990
smith barbara B women of devotion salt lake city bookcraft 1990
smith melvin T in memoriam juanita brooks 1898 1989 utah historical
quarterly 58 spring 1990 201 3
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B
BYU
YU

studies

studdert stephen M christmas reflections in A christmas to remember
30 32
sundberg james A rosie hammond temple trips to go ensign 20 june
1990 65 66
taylor samuel W how I destroyed the old salt lake theater dialogue 23
summer 1990 134 37
thomas janet 1 I can new era 20 september 1990 20 25
just fiddling
Fid
dlin around new era 20 august 1990 18 21
fiddlin
someone to look up to new era 20 december 1990 26 3 1
4someone
thomas robert K the influence of hugh nibley his presence in the
university in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and
stephen ricks 11 5
todd P K deanna edwards healer with a guitar this people I11I summer
1

4

1

1

1

1 1

1990

28 30

Dharma raju taking the gospel home to
vandenberghe elizabeth S edwin dharmaraju
india ensign 20 april 1990 60 62
vis elias M sr A new life and a new covenant bring peace and harmony
to our land in all are alike unto god ed E dale lebaron 187 96
Volen hoven ella now I realize
volenhoven
what 1I am worth in all are alike unto
god ed E dale lebaron 197 209
warren katherine with me all the way in no more strangers comp
hartman rector and connie rector 4149 54
welch john W A doorkeeper in the house of the lord in by study and also
by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 16 10
white jean bickmore ed church state and politics the diaries ofjohn
of john henry
smith salt lake city signature books 1990
wilcox brad beneath my birthday tree in A christmas to remember 19 23
wilcox S michael A fathers christmas answer in A christmas to
1

remember 13 18
wilford E thatcher leaving his mark ensign 20 february 1990 7 1
williams sandra the thache
thachs long road to freedom ensign 20 june 1990
34 35
winder barbara W my most memorable christmas in A christmas to
remember 87 88
1

contemporary
adams william E and james R clopton personality and dissonance among
mormon missionaries journal of personality assessment 54 summer
684 93
ofrighteousness idaho christian patriotism seattle
aho james A the politics of righteousness
university of washington press 1990
I I
alder douglas and elaine alder coming through the wall this people 111
1990

1

holiday 1990 14 19
alexander david the skeptical eye fun with missionaries the humanist 50
October 1990 45 46
September
septemberoctober
ailen james B when our enemies are also saints response to claudia W
allen
alien
mormons
cormons
YU studies 30 fall 1990 21 26
Mormons
front BBYU
nons on the War
warfront
harriss Mon
anderson lavina fielding the grammar of inequity dialogue 23 winter
1990
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dorn in centennial idaho this people I11I fall
arrington leonard Mormon
mormondom
1990 40 42
ask A A american atheist 32 march 1990 11 12
athay R grant and god said let there be lights in the firmament of the
BY U studies 30 fall 1990 39 53
heaven BYU
mormon
monnon
non woman as writer dialogue 23 fall 1990
barber phyllis the mon
1

1

108 19

barrett
barren kathleen bennion still pending legal justice for women in women
251 63
of wisdom and knowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe 25163
benson ezra taft keys to successful member missionary work ensign 20
september 1990 2 7
bergin ailen
alien
allen E power and intimacy in women of wisdom and knowledge
ed marie cornwall and susan howe 123 28
beyond temple square sunset september 1990 22 26
11
II 9 no 4 1990 6
ilg
braden pamela hunter the abortion war exponent 119
vos
brewster hoyt W jr the 80s looking back the gos
90s looking ahead
ensign 20 january 1990 8 13
brigham young university 1989 1990 devotional and fireside See
speeches
ches
provo utah university publications 1990
brinkman diane the writing on the wall new era 20 july 1990 12 14
11 9 no 4
callister ronda roberts moving in the right direction exponent II
1990

11

cannon adria biological diversity our gift our responsibility

II
exponent 11

9 no 331990
1990 6
cannon helen B empathy dialogue 23 fall 1990 168 73
card brigham Y the mormon presence in canada logan utah utah state
university press 1990
card orson scott A changed man the hypocrites of homosexuality
sunstone 14 february 1990 44 45
casey K an american harem fischer family ladies home journal 107
february 1990 116 17ff
castleton anne speaking out on domestic violence dialogue 23 fall 1990
90 100
11 9 no 4
II
1990 10
A choice I1 had to make exponent 119
II 9 no 4 1990 10 11
A choice she had to make exponent 11

christensen debbi the development process of mormon women sunstone
14 june 1990 9 13
11
II 9 no 4 1990 6
ilg
confused about where to stand exponent 119
cooper nadine my experience with substance abuse exponent if
il 9 no 3
1990

16 17

cornwall marie the paradox of organizations sunstone 14 october 1990
44 47
women changing ideas and new directions sunstone 14 june 1990
53 55

cornwall marie and susan howe ed women 0of wisdom and knowledge talks
B YU womens conferences salt lake city deseret book
thebyu
selected prom
thebau
selectedfrom
from the

co

1990

cornwall marie and darwin L thomas family religion and personal
communities examples from mormonism marriage and family review
15
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studies

11
II 9 no 4 1990 15
dawson kathryn E continuation exponent 119
decker J edward mormon dilemma A story of
otaa mormon couple s encounter
ofa
with truth eugene ore harvest house publishers 1990
11 9 no 4
II
ilg
1990 8
laune newman my march for hope exponent 119
di padova laurie
41990
driggs ken after the manifesto modem polygamy and fundamentalist
mormans
monnons
mormons
Mon
nons journal of church and state 32 spring 1990 367 89
II 9 no
dushku judy abortion learning to speak from experience exponent 11
1990 2
441990
dutka elaine slightly to the left of normal time 133 8 may 1989 82 83
elliott dorice
donee williams unto the least of these another gender gap
sunstone 14 april 1990 49 5 1
mormans in canada in the mormon
monnons
elton david K political behavior of mormons
presence in canada ed brigham Y card and others 260 78
embry jessie L separate but equal
equal9
equale black branches genesis groups or
wards7
integrated wardsw
wards dialogue 23 spring 1990 11 37
Trustin
england eugene on
trusting9 god or why we should not fight iraq sunstone
ontrustin
14 october 1990 9 12
programs
england J lynn the importance of pro
rams in our religious community
sunstone 14 october 1990 41 43
enstrom james E health practice and cancer mortality among active
mormans
monnons
mormons
81
nons journal of the national cancer institute
california Mon
decinstituted
ember 1989 1807 14
evans vella neil mormon women and the right to wage work dialogue 23
1

413

1

winter 1990 45 61
the even worse scenario exponent II11 9 no 4 1990 7
the evolution of a pro choice opinion exponent 11ilII 9 no 4 1990 12
fallows james M the cold war Is over but who won BYU today 44
58 59
september 1990 19 26
2658
faust james E where Is the church 7 ensign 20 august 1990 64 67
flinders neil J teach the children an agency approach to education provo
mormon research foundation 1990
utah book of monnon
florence giles H jr the best of both worlds ensign 20 january 1990
58 62
no one Is a foreigner ensign 20 august 1990 58 62
so many kinds of missions ensign 20 february 1990 6 11
st johns an oasis built on bedrock ensign 20 september 1990 32 37
11 9 no 4
II
119
1990 9
for the lives of the living exponent ilg
11
II 9 no 4 1990 13
ilg
forsyth lorl
lori
lon thompson taking a step back exponent 119
garvey spencer big new ela
era
eia 20 april 1990 28 3 11
glendon mary ann whats wrong with rights 7 BYU today 44 july 1990
18 2353 56
gloyn sarah the latest chapter in the hofmann books barrage utah holiday
19 may 1990 9
47
947
grover mark L the monnon
mormon priesthood revelation and the sao paulo brazil
temple dialogue 23 spring 1990 39 53
hanks ted L some things can last forever salem utah earth media pub
lishers 1990
YU today 44 may 1990 28 31
43
harker brent the value of values BBYU
3143
harrington mary B not every family rejoices to have a child go on a
mission sunstone 14 december 1990 51 53
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cormons
cormons
Mormons on the War
front the protestant mormons
warfront
harris claudia W mormons
cormons of northern ireland BYU studies 30 fall 1990
and catholic mormons
7 19

harris john S genetics free enterprise and the idea of a university BYU
44
today 44 march 1990 14 18
1844
hawkins gregory P and jerry johnston miracle at west high this people I11I
holiday 1990 51 55
hill floyd A keeping track of the lords sheep ensign 20 july 1990
1

1

14 17

Jelly roll fauna new era 20 january 1990 34 38
hiller larry good jellyroll
do crew new era 20 july 1990 20 26
cando
the can
holladay valerie mothers daughters and dolls dialogue 23 fall 1990
140 50

howell robert

J

beliefs of a mormon clinical psychologist

AMCAP

journal

15
1990
151990

105 9
lanna ccone laurence R
iannaccone

and carrie A miles dealing with social change
churche response to change in womens roles social
the mormon churchs
forces 68 june 1990 1231 50
jackson jennifer and beth lefgren eds and comps lesson enhancers
rs salt lake
Enhance
city bookcraft 1990
jackson richard H and lloyd E hudman cultural geography people places
and environment st paul west publishing 1990
jarvis george K demographic characteristics of the mormon
monnon family in
canada in the mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y card and
others 281 301
jenkins carri
cam
carrl P the changing family BYU today 44 march 1990 26 3 11
42 43
empowering the people the expanding role of followers BYU today
44 september 1990 28 32 60
failing math BYU today 44 july 1990 34 47
jensen K C tax deductions for payments to mon
mormon
monnon
non missionaries the BYU
journal of public law 4 1990 115 311
new era 20 march 1990
johnson lisa A 1 I feel the saviors love when
20 23
snowed under new era 20 january 1990 20 25
try to remember new era 20 april 1990 20 26
johnson richard E socioeconomic inequality the have and the have nots
bots
BYU today 44 september 1990 47 58
kenney scott gods alternate voices sunstone 14 april 1990 11 15
mormons
Mormons and myths issues men face sunstone 14
lambert glen males cormons
february 1990 6 8
leavitt melvin el club benson new era 20 february 1990 20 27
wasted new era 20 march 1990 52 57
lebaron E dale gospel pioneers in africa ensign 20 august 1990 40 43
ed all are alike unto god salt lake city bookcraft 1990
lewis karen one view of interfaith marriage dialogue 23 summer 1990
115 20
lindsay richard P in these difficult times salt lake city bookcraft 1990
lindsey betina woman as healer in the modem church dialogue 23 fall
1990 63 76
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studies

11
ilg
II 9 no 4 1990 7
looking back exponent 119
monnon identity and the french fact in the
louder dean R canadian mormon
mormon
formon presence in canada ed brigham Y card and others 302 28
lythgoe marti and dennis lythgoe staying in love this people I11I summer
1 1

32 36

1990

macarthur mary ellen

A member of the

tribe dialogue 23 spring

1990

156 61

mackelprang romel W developing positive attitudes and approaches when
working with persons with disabilities AMCAP journal 15 1990
17 30
marshall jack and stan crippen teenage survival guide manual one canyon
lake calif newsletters etc 1989
mauss armand L alternate voices the calling and its implications sunstone
14 april 1990 7 10
mormons
cormons
cs variable historical and international implications
Mormons as ethnics
Ethni
of an appealing concept in the mormon presence in canada ed
brigham Y card and others 332 52
may dean L the economics of
zion sunstone 14 august 1990 15 23
ofzion
meek shirleen fiji islands of faith ensign 20 december 1990 32 37
miles carrie A same religion different churches dialogue 23 summer
1990 129 33
1990129
monnon
mohan P J the effect of maternal employment on mormon and non mormon
adolescents adolescence 25 winter 1990 831 37
cormons mortality rates research by james enstrom
monitoring mormons
prevention 42 december 1990 16 17
mormon spearhead international management 44 1 july 1989 30 32
morrison alexander B the dawning of a brighter day the church in black

africa salt lake city deseret book co 1990
74 75
Brook
brooklynn
nelson glen brooklyns
lyns window on the world ensign 20 june 1990
199074
nelson russell M reflection and resolution in brigham young university
1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches 59 67
II 9 no 4
nichols julie J the right to take care of myself exponent 11
1990

oaks dallin

14
H

on the purpose of public prayer

BYU

today 44 july 1990

2 3

religion in public life ensign 20 july 1990 6 13
oswald delmont R A lone man in the garden dialogue 23 spring 1990
139 45
owen noel L after the Y what then in brigham young university 1989
1990 devotional and fireside speeches 137
44
1374
packer lynn the phantom of fraud why Is utah its favorite haunt utah
holiday 20 october 1990 24 35 53

roz
encyclopedia forles
fromA A tozan
toz an encyclopediaforlds
salt
parentingfroma
parenting aroma
saltlakecity
lake city deseret
trom
from
bozan
forlds families sait
book co 1990
parry keith mormons
monnone
monnons
cormons
Monmons
cs A canadian perspective in the mormon
Mor
nons as ethnics
Ethni
presence in canada ed brigham Y card and others 353 66
grandmas
pedersen cherie taylor thoroughly modem Grand
grandeas
mas this people I111I
holiday 1990 28 35
perrin robin D american religion in the post aquarian age values and
1
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journal
journalor
demographic factors in church growth and decline yourn
jor
ator
Journ
for the
fourn
alor
scientific study of religion 28 march 1989 75 89
peterson levi S eternity with a dryland
dry land mormon dialogue 23 summer
1990 110
1990110
iio
lio

15

A mormon evolutionist and the wild gods grace sunstone 14 august
1990 24 30
pettit ray my excellent adventure achievement activitiesfor
activities tor
for young latter day
saints salt lake city deseret book co 1990
phair kendra kasl the magic of frost valley new era 20 january 1990
28 33

philbrick mark
1990

the inauguration of rex edwin lee

BYU

today 44 january

14 17

pinborough jan underwood keeping mentally well ensign 20 september
1990 48 53
cormons own the jesus film christianity
rabey steve rumor mill do mormons
today 34 5 november 1990 72 73
11 9 no 3
II
119
1990 5
rich alyson A lesser tragedy exponent ilg
90s part IL utah holiday 19
richards john the mormon church into the gos
41 45
july 1990 20 24
2441
244145
mormon church into the gos part 2 utah holiday 19 august
the monnon
20 31
1990
199020
robe russell persuasion and perplexity A faith promoting analysis of anti
mormon propaganda salt lake city emblem editions 1990
Pa
pastoring
roberts stan pastorina
storing the farside making a place for believing homo5
14 february 1990 13 19
sexuals sunstone
romney richard M at the speed of light new era 20 november 1990
20 26
roy denny and grant paul skabelund A time for peace BYU today 44
40
march 1990 33
3310
11 9 no 3
II
1990 15
russell shane brothers exponent 119
11
II 9 no 3 1990 15
ilg
russell sylvia A personal thing exponent 119
russell william dean defenders of the faith varieties of RLDS dissent
sunstone 14 june 1990 14 19
ruthven malise the divine supermarket shopping for god in america new
york william morrow 1989
the divine supermarket travels in search of the soul of america new
york arbor housew morrow 1990
the saints of st johns ensign 20 september 1990 38 4 1
sapp edwin greenlaw trapped in stress where can you find relief this
people I1111I summer 1990 16 20
mormons why we left grand rapids mich baker
scott latayns
latayna C comp ex cormons
book house 1990
guts dialogue 232.3
23 fall 1990
sillitoe linda rescue from home some ins and outs
1

moe

381

101 7

telling the rest of the truth sunstone 14 december 1990 12 26
smith helen wheeler survival handbook for preschool parents bountiful
utah horizon 1990
smith jeanette goates declaring your independence new era 20 march
1990
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106
sorensen molliee
mollieh
mollieH

A more

perfect union parenting by just and holy principles
salt lake city north american book 1990
11
1990 3 5
speaking from experience exponent II
il 9 no 441990
stark helen C the good woman syndrome dialogue 23 fall 1990 34 38
stark rodney modernization secularization and mormon success in in gods
we trust new patterns of religious pluralism in america ed thomas
robbins and dick anthony 201 19 new brunswick transaction publishers 1990
enc and R wayne pace the perfect leader following christ
christs s
stephan eric
example to leadership success salt lake city deseret book co 1990
swinyard william R and thomas J delong moral choices and their out
YU studies 30 spring 1990 17 311
comes BBYU
tarjan john goal displacement in the church or why did they carpet the
gymn
gyrn
gym
sunstone 14 february 1990 20 25
taylor barbara streeper allowing Us to choose exponent 11II 9 no 4
1990

15

11
II 9 no 4 1990 16 17
ilg
thayne emma lou on the side of life exponent 119
this ban may not be for you broadcasting 119 20 august 1990 52
thomas janet A dollar here a dollar there new era 20 march 1990 58 63
thomas janet and joy N hulme in case of disaster new era
eia
ela 20 october

24 31
thomas madison H and marian P thomas the LDS missionary experience
observations on stress AMCAP journal 15 1990 49 79
tice richard singapore saints ensign 20 april 1990 24 29
tightening our belts and streamlining our programs sunstone 14 october
1990

1990

28 33
II 9 no 331990
1990 15 16
trying to get on with life exponent 11
tucker ruth A in search of respectability christianity today 34 5 february
1990 14 17
11
II 9 no 4 1990 20
stories exponent ilg
119
uench laurel thatcher far
ulrich
fetched stones
ulnch
farfetched
11
II 9 no 4 1990 5
119
unheard exponent ilg
vandenberghe elizabeth and jed vandenberghe A second decade for
dominican saints ensign 20 october 1990 32 37
Verdoisa ken A matter of principle plural marriage the manifesto and
verdoisa
maniacs utah holiday 19 may 1990 20 23 28
anti mormonism in the
ward gary L ed mormonism 11I evangelical christian antl
twentieth century new york garland publishing 1990
II pro mormon writings of the twentieth century new
ed mormonism 11
il
york garland publishing 1990

water ann dangerous liaisons the stresses of interfaith marriage can cause
higher divorce rates utah holiday 19 june 1990 36 39
wentz richard E religion
religious traditions
rehglon
gion in the modern world shaping of ofreligious
in the united states minneapolis fortress press 1990
11 9 no 4 1990
wemer suzann upstill rape and abortion exponent 119
werner
6
ilg
AM CAP journal
L alan and ye shall
West overL
shali
westover
shaiI find rest unto your souls AMCAP
shal
westoverl
15 1990 81 90
151990
Un
unmaking
wheeler barbara R the funmaking
making of a psychotherapist AMCAP journal 15
1

1990

115 18

whitman marge cancer fear suffering and the need for support
23 winter 1990 123 30
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107

christmas down under

new era 20 december 1990

36 38

wilkins alan L and scott hammond between a rock and a hard place where
good managers grow BYU today 44 march 1990 20 25
wills christopher C H names not numbers ensign 20 july 1990 17
wilson william A in praise of ourselves stories to tell BYU studies 30
winter 1990 5 24
winder barbara W joy F evans and joanne B doxey when mom cant be
home making the best of second choice ensign 20 february 1990
16
21
1621

winters charlene renberg catching fraud before it catches you BYU today
44 may 1990 20 24
how kids cope BYU today 44 november 1990 18 24 47
hartt the little town that could this people I11I fall 1990 33 36
wixom
wixomhartt
mormons
cormons
1990 18 24
mons this people I11I spring 199018
mormons9
wolsey heberg
heberG who are the Mor
wamer third world strategies toward zion sunstone 14
woodworth warner
october 1990 13 23
yorgason blaine
days
blame and brenton yorgason spiritual survival in the last day
daw salt
lake city deseret book co 1990
monnon and male dialogue 23 spring
young lawrence A being single mormon
1

1

1990

1

1

146 51

young margaret

hanging out the dirty language

exponent

11
II

9 no 3

1990 7
19907

DOCTRINAL

adams L lamar isaiah disciple and witness of christ in A witness ofjesus
of jesus
17
christ ed richard D draper
adams vivian M our glorious mother eve in the man adam ed joseph
fielding mcconkie and robert L millet 87 112
alder vicki the signs of the last days A scriptural guide to the future sandy
utah wellspring publishing 1990
ailen joseph L exploring the lands of the book of mormon orem utah S A
alien
allen
1

publishers 1989

anderson lavina fielding in the garden god hath planted explorations
toward a maturing faith sunstone 14 october 1990 24 27
anderson richard lloyd religious validity the sacrament covenant in third
johnm
M lundquist and stephen
ed john
by faith
Fai
andalsohy
falth
nephi in by study andalso
andallo
fal
rhed
thed
faithed
faithee
2 51
ricks 21
andersen todd G genesis made whole one complete story of the patriarchs
provo utah best books publishers 1989
asay carlos E courting the spirit new era 20 august 1990 32 35
ashment edward H making the scriptures indeed one in our hands in the
word of god ed dan vogel 237 64
reducing dissonance the book of abraham as a case study in the
word of god ed dan vogel 221 36
ashtonmarvmj
marvin J A still voice of perfect mildness brigham young university
ashton
1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches 93 100
any
by stury
study uny
and aisa
also
aiso by faith ed john
aziz S the copts
atiya
coats and the bible in bystudyandalso
atiyaazizs
11 24
M lundquist and stephen ricks
1

1

1
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baldwin john C

are you honest

studies

corea ensign 20 february 1990
core
to the core9

12 15

ballard M russell A chance to start over church disciplinary councils and
the restoration of blessings ensign 20 september 1990 12 19
young university 1989
ballard M russell unlocking the doors in brigham
bnghamyoung
1990 devotional and fireside speeches 49 58
barney kevin L the joseph smith translation and ancient texts of the bible
in the word of god ed dan vogel 143 60
understanding old testament poetry ensign 20 june 1990
50 54
bennion francine R women and the book of mormon tradition and
revelation in women of wisdom and knowledge ed mane
marie cornwall
marle
and susan howe 169 78
bennion lowell L legacies of jesus salt lake city deseret book co 1990
benson ezra taft come listen to a prophet s voice salt lake city deseret
book co 1990
jesus christ our savior and redeemer ensign 20 june 1990 2 6
pray always ensign 20 february 1990 2 5
bradley martha S changed faces the official LDS position on polygamy
1890 1990 sunstone 14 february 1990 26 33
ing ensign 20
brandt edward J adam to malachi where do the books fit in
january 1990 36 37
the law of moses and the law of christ in A witness ofjesus
of jesus christ ed
richard D draper 18 36
brown cheryl 1 I speak somewhat concerning that which I have written
mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte
in the book of
ofmormon
S nyman and charles D tate jr 55 72
brown S kent the exodus pattern in the book of mormon BYU studies 30
summer 1990 111 26
the exodus seeing it as a test a testimony and a type ensign 20
february 1990 54 57
the seventy in scripture in by study and also by faith ed john M
lundquist and stephen ricks 125
25 45
bush lester
lestereE the word of wisdom in early nineteenth century perspective
in the word of god ed dan vogel 161 86
bushman richard L the lamanite view of book of mormon history in
by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
2 52 72
252
cain seymour more wives than one the mormon doctrine and practice of
plural mamage1
marriage journal of unconventional history 2 fall 1990 70 83
camerona
cameronj
cameron
Camero nJJ elliot address AMCAP journal 15 1990 91 104
monnon christianizing of the old testament in
charles melodie moench the mormon
42
the word of god ed dan vogel 131
1312
charlesworth james H from the philopedia
Philo pedia of jesus to the misopedia of the
johnm
acts of thomas in by study andalso
M Lundquis
tand
Fai
ed john
and
lundquistand
andallo by faith
falth
fal thed
faithed
faithee
lundquist
stephen ricks 146
46 66
cheesman paul R external evidences of the book of mormon infix
in
infiy
by study and
johnm
2 73 90
M lundquist and stephen ricks 273
also by faith ed john
ailen J the waters of destruction and the vine of redemption in
allen
christenson alien
A witness of jesus christ ed richard D draper 37 52
1

1

1
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el nino A method of migration BYU studies 30
clark
oark david L lehi and EI
dark
summer 1990 57 65
Com
pleat scriptorium salt lake city south temple publishing 1989
complect
the compleat
compton todd M the handclasp and embrace as tokens of recognition
in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
1611 42
cornwall marie and susan howe ed women of wisdom and knowledge talks
Selected
seleciedfromthebyuwomensconferencessatlakecty
salt lake city deseret book
thebau womens conferences sait
selectedfrom
from thebyu

co

1990

we did magnify our office unto the lord in the book
of mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman
and charles D tate jr 73 86
emla record 47 february
zarahemla
leaming of the jews Zarah
crowell angela the learning

cowan richard

1990

0

2

curtis susan

early nineteenth century america and the book of mormon
in the word of god ed dan vogel 81 96
dahl larry E the abrahamic test in A witness ofjesus
of jesus christ ed richard D
draper 53 67
adam in the premortal life in the man adam ed joseph fielding
10
mcconkie and robert L millet
adams role from the fall to the end and beyond in the man adam
ed joseph fielding mcconkie and robert L millet 113 30
authorship and history of the lectures on faith in the lectures on faith
22
in historical perspective larry E dahl and charles D tate jr
dahl larry E and charles D tate jr eds the lectures on faith in historical
perspective salt lake city bookcraft 1990
dalby mark prophetic references to the signs of the last day aurora colo
the author may 1990
de hoyos genevieve cultural pluralism or assimilation A dilemma of our
times in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen
ricks 2335 52
111.
ill phillips
lii
ili
lil
dennis orlando G the last days and on to glory springfield 111
brothers printers 1990
fesus christ the 1989 sperry symposium on
draper richard D ed A witness ofjesus
of jesus
the old testament salt lake city deseret book co 1990
ellsworth richard G the tragic dimensions of saul ensign 20 june 1990
1

1

40
36
3640
embry jessie L the polygamy image this people I111I fall 1990 24 25
england eugene are all alike unto god prejudice against blacks and women
monnon theology sunstone 14 april 1990 16 25
in popular mormon
on being male and melchizedek dialogue 23 winter 1990 64 79
A second witness for the logos the book of mormon and contemporary
literary criticism in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist
and stephen ricks 291 125
the exodus israels wanderings in the wilderness ensign 20 march 1990
42 49
eyring henry B come unto christ in brigham young university 1989 1990
47
devotional and fireside speeches 37
3747
faust james E where Is the church in brigham young university 1989
1990 devotional and fireside speeches 31 36
1

429
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18 2542
fielding cecelia the issue of honesty BYU
today 44 may 1990
5 yutoday
199018
galbraith richard C A scriptural
sci iptural concordance
conchi
concoi dance of the teachings of the prophet
ap the author 1990
joseph smith np
garrett dean A major change in israel effects of the babylonian captivity
in A witness of jesus christ ed richard D draper 68 79
gileadi avraham twelve diatribes of modem israel in by study and also by
353 405
faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 22353
gillum gary P repentance also means rethinking in by study and also by
2 406 37
faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2406
gordon cyrus H A hebrew inscription authenticated in by study andalso
and also
aiso by
andallo
67 80
faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 167
hafen bruce C beauty for ashes the atonement of jesus christ ensign 20
1

april 1990

7 13

the believing heart nourishing the seed of faith salt lake city deseret
book co 1990
haglund richard F jr Is there a cure for authoritarianism in science
science9
sciences9 in by
study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
22438
438 55
derenna march gods and the etruscan new
hall john franklin mars and anna perenna
year in archaic rome in by study and also by faith ed john M
643 58
lundquist and stephen ricks 1643
1

hamblin william J aspects of an early christian initiation ritual in by study
and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1202
202 211
Har
berston robert B the aaronic priesthood whats so great about it new
herberston
harberston
era 20 may 1990 48 50
harper james M A man
shall cleave unto his wife marriage and family
advice from the old testament ensign 20 january 1990 28 3 1
heater shirley and mary lee treat A new edition of the book of mormon
A compared corrected text in poetry like
ilke Forr
nat zarahemla
Zarah emla record 50
format
1

1

august 1990
hess wilford M botanical comparisons in the allegory of the olive tree
in the book of mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte
S nyman and charles D tate jr 87 102
hiller larry A the promise new era 20 december 1990 20 25
hinckley gordon B the symbol of christ new era 20 april 1990 4 7
we believe in being honest ensign 20 october 1990 2 5
thou shall not covet ensign 20 march 1990 2 6
hlavaty laun
laurl the religion of moses and the book of mormon in the book
lauri
of mormon jacob through the words ofmormon
of mormon ed monte S nyman and
ofmormon
charles D tate jr 103 24
holzapfel richard neitzel thehidden
the hidden messiah ina witness ofjesus
of jesus christ
ed richard D draper 80 95
1

honey david

heroic legitimation in traditional nomadic societies in
by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
562 84
1562
hoskisson paul Y explicating the mystery of the rejected foundation stone
the allegory of the olive tree BYU studies 30 summer 1990 77 87
an introduction to the relevance of and a methodology for a study of the
proper names of the book of mormon in by study andalso
atto
and alto
aud
also by faith ed
andallo
john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2126
2 126 35
B

1
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prepositional
howard richard P latter day saint scriptures and the doctrine of propositional
18
revelation in the word of god ed dan vogel
howick E keith the mission ofjesus
of jesus the messiah salt lake city bookcraft 1990
hutchinson anthony A prophetic foreknowledge hope and fulfillment in an
inspired community in the word of god ed dan vogel 29 422
1I1 know that my redeemer lives luttel
latter day prophets testify of the savior salt
lake city deseret book co 1990
testimony
christiane
rendo
Tes timoni
Testi
mom di geova
cristiane
Ree renyo
introvigne massimo le sette Crist
cnstiane
deova al reverendo
testimom
iane
lane dai testimoni
moon milan italy amoldo
mondadori
tore 1989
dadon Edi
editore
editors
adoldo Mon
jackson kent P the abrahamic covenant A blessing for all people ensign
20 february 1990 50 53
moronis message to joseph smith ensign 20 august 1990 12 16
never
Ne
have 1I showed myself unto man A suggestion for understanding
neverhave
verHave
15a BYU studies 30 summer 1990 71 76
ether 3315a
watch and remember the new testament and the great apostasy
in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
81 117
181
johnson clark
oark V jobs relevancy in the twenty first century in A witness of
dark
jesus christ ed richard D draper 96 111
prophetic decree and ancient histories tell the story of america in the
book of mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S
nyman and charles D tate jr 125 39
on faith
in the Lec
tureson
lectures
fruits of falth
faith inthe
kapp ardeth G A discussion of lecture 7 fruitsoffaith
kappardethg
in historical perspective ed lany
larry E dahl and charles D tate jr 263 84
keck brian E ezekiel 37 sticks and babylonian writing boards A critical
reappraisal dialogue 23 spring 1990 126 38
keller roger R adam As understood by four men who shaped western
christianity in the man adam ed joseph fielding mcconkie and robert
L millet 151 88
keller sharon R two letters to the dead in by study and also by faith
118
43
ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
1183
kelley lynette hawkins loving the old testament throughout my life
ensign 20 january 1990 14 16
king arthur henry language humor character and persona in shakespeare
in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
22456
456 82
warner talent and the individuals tradition
king arthur henry and C terry wamer
history as art and art as moral response in by study and also by faith
2 483 501
ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2483
50
gehis
arthurj
kocherhans arthur
anthur J lehis
of promise fullerton calif et cetera et cetera
lehi s isle ofpromise
lehl
graphics and printing 1989
kunich john C multiply exceedingly book of mormon population sizes
44
sunstone 14 june 1990 27
2714
emla record 50 august
zarahemla
lamb david behold he Is the word of truth Zarah
1

1

1

1

1990

2

emia record 49 june 1990 133
emla
Zarah
zarahemla
Zaiah
friend A covenant term
tenn zaiahemla
zalah
Zarah emla record 48 april 1990 1 4
the righteous branch zarahemla
lancaster james E the translation of the book of mormon in the word of
god
goded
ed dan vogel 97 112
boded
1
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49
ensign 20 june 1990 42
4249
largey dennis L enos his mission and his message in the book of
mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 141 56
launius roger D an ambivalent rejection baptism for the dead and the
reorganized church experience dialogue 23 summer 1990 61 84
lindgren A bruce sign or scripture approaches to the book of mormon
in the word of god ed dan vogel 55 62
Litch
litchman
kristin
knstin E deborah and the book of judges ensign 20 january
nian anstin

the lands of saul david

and solomon

32 35
ludlow daniel H the old testament a witness for jesus christ in A witness
of jesus christ ed richard D draper 112 33
ludlow victor L unlocking old testament prophecy ensign 20 october
1990 58 63
lund gerald N the fall of man and his redemption ensign 20 january
1990 22 27
aud also
and
aiso by faith ed john M
andallo
reality77 in by study andalso
lundquist john M what Is reality
428 38
lundquist and stephen ricks 11428
lundquist john M and stephen ricks eds by study and also by faith essays
in honor of hugh W nibley on the occasion of his eightieth birthday
27 march 1990 2 vols salt lake city deseret book co 1990
lundquist suzanne E native american rites of passage implications for
latter day saints in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist
and stephen ricks 1439 57
Millen
millenarianism
mackay thomas W early christian millenananist
arianist interpretation of the two
millenarianist
1133 13 in by study and also by faith
witnesses in johns apocalypse 11
3311
ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1222 33
madsen carol cornwall mothers in israel sarahs legacy in women of
2011
wisdom and knowledge ed mane
marie cornwall and susan howe 179 20
marle
madsen david H no other gods before me ensign 20 january 1990 48 52
InBy
in by study
madsen truman putting on the names A jewish christian legacy inbystudy
and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1458 811
matthews robert J beyond the biblical account adam enoch noah
melchizedek abraham and moses in latter day revelation in A witness
of jesus christ ed richard D draper 134 54
A bibler
bible1
bible A bible how latter day revelation helps Us understand the
bibie
scriptures and the savior salt lake city bookcraft 1990
A discussion of lecture 6 great faith obtained only through personal
sacrifice in the lectures on faith in
in historical perspective ed larry E
dahl and charles D tate jr 241 62
the doctrine of the resurrection as taught in the book of mormon BYU
studies 30 summer 1990 41 56
the fall of man in the man adam ed joseph fielding mcconkie and
robert L millet 37 64
mormon jacob
jacob prophet theologian historian in the book of
ofmoimon
through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and charles D tate
jr 33 53
the revelation of the gospel to adam the meaning of the atonement
in the man adam ed joseph fielding mcconkie and robert L millet
65 86
1990
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eternity99 dialogue 23 summer 1990 121 25
mattoni leona from here to eternity
bangham young university 1989
maxwell neal A the children of christ brigham
bngham
1990 devotional and fireside speeches 79 91
A wonderful flood of light salt lake city bookcraft 1990
mcconkie joseph fielding A discussion of lecture 2 chosen vessels and the
order of the priesthood in the lectures on faith in historical perspec
tive larry E dahl and charles D tate jr 179 98
spective
the mystery of eden in the man adam ed joseph fielding mcconkie
and robert L millet 25 36
of mormon jacob
the testimony of christ through the ages in the book ofmormon
through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and charles D tate
1

jr
157
jr157

73

twelve witnesses of christs birth ensign 20 december 1990 6 10
mcconkie joseph fielding and robert L millet eds the man adam salt lake
city bookcraft 1990
mcconkie joseph fielding and donald W parry A guide to scriptural symbols
salt lake city bookcraft 1990
mcmullin phillip W sacrifice in the law of moses parallels in the law of the
4
gospel ensign 20 march 1990 37
371
melton J gordon the churches speak on abortion detroit mich gale
research inc 1989
meservy keith H ezekiel prophet of hope ensign 20 september 1990
1

58 61
isaiah 53

the richest

prophecy on

christs atonement

in the old
D draper 155 77

testament in A witness of jesus christ ed richard
midgley louis the challenge of historical consciousness mormon history
and the encounter with secular modernity in by study andalso
and also by faith
andallo
2 502 51
ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2502
milgrom jacob milk and meat unlikely Bed
fellows in by study and also by
bedfellows
faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 144 54
millet robert L adam A latter day saint perspective in the man adam
ed joseph fielding mcconkie and robert L millet 189 94
adam in eden the creation in the man adam ed joseph fielding
mcconkie and robert L millet 11 24
A discussion of lecture 5 the supreme power over all things
the doctrine of the godhead in the lectures of faith in the lectures on
jr
patejr
tatejr
faith in historical perspective ed larry E dahl and charles D tate
TateJr
1

1

221
40
22140

the house of israel from everlasting

to everlasting in A witness of
jesus christ ed richard D draper 178 99
in christ discovering the
thetransforming power ofthe
salt
transforming
of the savior sait
odthe
line
saltlake
lake
life
lifeinchnst
city bookcraft 1990
sherem the antichrist
antl christ in the book of mormon jacob through the
anti
words of mormon ed monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 175 91
moloney karen marguerite eternity be damned7
damned the impact of interfaith
vows introductory remarks dialogue 23 summer 1990 109 10
monson thomas S 1 I know that my redeemer lives ensign 20 april 1990
2 6
the search for jesus ensign 20 december 1990 2 5
momson
morrison alexander B SOS new era 20 january 1990 4 7
1
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mulholland david H A reading guide to the new testament salt lake city
deseret book co 1990
neusner jacob the case of leviticus rabbah
dabbah in by study and also by faith
ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1332 88
why no new judaisms in the twentieth century in by study and also
by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2552 84
nibley hugh W the atonement of jesus christ parts 4 ensign 20 july
18 23
22 26
october 1990
30 34
26 311
3422
199018
2330
2626
priesthood sunstone 14 december 1990 10 11
norman keith E A kinder gentler mormonism moving beyond the violence
of our past sunstone 14 august 1990 10 14
the writings of paul about women in women of wisdom and
knowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe 202 21
novak gary F naturalistic assumptions and the book of mormon BYU
studies 30 summer 1990 23 40
nyman monte S to leam
learn with joy sacred preaching great revelation
prophesying in the book ofmormon
of mormon jacob through the words ofmormon
of mormon
ed monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 193 208
the twelve prophets testify of christ in A witness ofjesus
of jesus christ ed
richard D draper 200 22
nyman monte S and farres H nyman the words of the twelve prophets
messages to the latter day saints salt lake city deseret book co 1990
nyman monte S and charles D tate jr eds the book of mormon jacob
through the words of mormon to learn with joy salt lake city bookcraft 1990
oaks dallin H sin and suffering brigham young university 1989 1990
devotional and fireside speeches 145 53
ostler blake T the concept of grace in christian thought dialogue 23
43
winter 1990 13
133
packer boyd K the law and the light in the book ofmormon
of mormon jacob through
the words ofmormon
of mormon ed monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 1 311
paramore james M leadership jesus was the perfect leader brigham
young university 1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches I1 10
parry jay A and donald W parry israelite names witnesses of deity
ensign 20 december 1990 52 54
parry donald W sinai as sanctuary and mountain of god in by study and also
by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1482 500
patai raphael ancient jewish seafaring and river faring laws in by
study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
416
1389
138916
peterson daniel C does the quran teach creation ex nichilo
Ni
by study and
hilo in bystudyand
nihilo
10
10
also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1584 6gio
phillips R douglas the honey and the smoke achilles and ate
ati in the iliad
atl
in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
1659 69
popp richard L two faiths two baptisms dialogue 23 summer 1990
125 29
porter bruce H and stephen D ricks names in antiquity old new and
hidden in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and
stephen ricks 1501 22
1

230
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or a new theory ofitsmechanism
its mechanism reprint
key to the universe ora
of irs
ap
np ebhorn
ebhom
eihorn books 1990
pratt parley P the essential parley P pratt classics in mormon thought no
salt lake city signature books 1990
rasmussen dennis F A discussion of lecture what faith Is in the lectures
on faith in historical perspective ed larry E dahl and charles D tate
jr 163 78
read lenet hadley unveiling biblical prophecy san francisco calif latter
day light publishers 1990
repentance salt lake city deseret book co 1990
and atso
also by
andallo
reynolds noel B the brass plates version of genesis in by study andalso
faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2136 73
ricks eldin the small plates of nephi and the words of mormon in the
book of mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S
nyman and charles D tate jr 209 20
ricks steven D deuteronomy A covenant of love ensign 20 april 1990
55 59
ricks steven D and william J hamblin eds warfare in the book of mormon
salt lake city deseret book co 1990
riddle chauncey C pride and riches in the book ofmormon
of mormon jacob through
the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and charles D tate jr
pratt orson

sr

1

1

221 33

robertson marian which came first the music or the words A greek text
and coptic melody musical transcription and analysis of the setting
in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
1417 27
robinson stephen E believing christ A practical approach to the atonement
BYU today 44 november 1990 26 29 50 52
believing christ A practical approach to the atonement in brigham
young university 1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches 117 24
the book of adam in judaism and early christianity in the man adam
ed joseph fielding mcconkie and robert L millet 131 50
rogers Kf
kristen
isten stewards of the earth this people I11I spring 1990 10 17
rogers thomas F thoughts about joseph smith upon reading donna hills
any
by faith
in by study andalso
and also byfaith
inbystudy
falth ed john
joseph smith the firstmormon
andallo
first mormon InBy
M lundquist and stephen ricks 2585 618
russel william D beyond literalism in the word of god ed dan vogel
1 1

43 54

np 1990
schlesinger philip J isaiah and the book of mormon ap
schow H wayne homosexuality mormon doctrine and christianity A
fathers perspective sunstone 14 february 1990 9 12
scott richard G the fruits of obedience in brigham young university
1989
989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches 125 35
seely david R enos and the words concerning eternal life in the book of
mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 235 50
np ebhom
ebhorn
eihorn books 1990
the seer 1853 1854 ap
the seer orem utah grandin books 1990
skousen royal progress report on the book of mormon critical text project
in selected papers from the proceedings of the sixteenth annual
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BYU

symposium deseret language andlinguistic
and linguistic society ed melvin J luthy
63 69
skousen royal towards a critical edition of the book of mormon BYU
studies 30 winter 1990 41 69
smith george D isaiah updated in the word of god ed dan vogel 113 30
sorenson john L the composition of gehis
lehis family in by study and also
by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2174 96
muh
Mu lekites
mulekites
kites BYU studies 30 summer 1990 6 22
Muk
the mukkites
spencer geoffrey F A reinterpretation of inspiration revelation and
scripture in the word of god ed dan vogel 19 28
stephan eric G and R wayne pace the perfect leader following christs
example to learn leadership success salt lake city deseret book
co 1990
stringham joseph the bible only 4263 languages to go ensign 20
january 1990 17 21
tanner john S hast thou considered my servant job ensign 20 december
1990 48 51
literary reflections on jacob and his descendants in the book of
mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 251 69
why latter day saints should read job sunstone 14 august 1990
38 47
tanner obert C lewis M rogers and sterling M mcmurrin toward
understanding the new testament salt lake city signature books 1990
tate george S utopia and garden the relationship of candide to laxnesss
paradisarheimt in by study andalso
and alyo
andallo
also by faith ed john M lundquist and
stephen ricks 2619 38
thomas mark D scholarship and the book of mormon in the word of god
ed dan vogel 63 80
thomasson gordon C togetherness Is sharing an umbrella divine kingship
the gnosis and religious syncretism in by study and also by
faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1523 61
Tho mock A lavar do the wicked prosper while the righteous suffer
thomack
thomock
ensign 20 october 1990 12 16
top brent L the marriage of hosea and gomer A symbolic testament of
messianic love and mercy in A witness ofjesus
of jesus christ ed richard D
draper 223 39
toscano margaret and paul toscano strangers in paradox exploration in
mormon theology salt lake city signature books 1990
treat mary lee A call to repentance zarahemla
Zarahemla record 51 october 1990

387

14

0 house of israel

treat raymond
1990

C

emla record 47 february 1990 3 4
Zarah
zarahemla
Chi
asmas in the news zarahemla
chialmas
chiasmas
Zarah emla record 47 february

1

the

importance of covenant in the restoration of the house of israel
emla record 50 august 1990 3 4
Zarah
zarahemla
the significance of understanding the difficult words of jesus
Zarah emla record 49 june 1990 3 4
zarahemla
turner rodney A discussion of lectures 3 and 4 the imperative and
unchanging nature of god in the lectures on faith in historical
perspective ed larry E dahl and charles D tate jr 199 220
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turner rodney morality and marriage in the book of mormon in the book of
mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 271 93
the two davids in A witness of jesus christ ed richard D draper
240 60

tvedtnes john A

elijah champion of israels god

ensign 20 july 1990

52 57

king benjamin and the feast of tabernacles in by study and also by
faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2197 237
underwood grant baptism for the dead comparing RLDS and LDS
perspectives dialogue 23 summer 1990 99 105
van orden bruce A redeeming the dead as taught in the old testament in A
witness of jesus christ ed richard D draper 261 70
we prophesy of christ the law of witnesses in 2 nephi ensign 20
february 1990 22 25
vogel dan ed the word of god essays on mormon scripture salt lake city
signature books 1990
vogel dan and brent lee metcalfe joseph smiths scriptural cosmology
in the word of god ed dan vogel 187 220
walker alison theological foundations of patriarchy dialogue 23 fall
77 89
welch john W the melchizedek material in alma 1313 19 in by study and
also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2238 72
the sermon at the temple and the sermon on the mount salt lake city
deseret book co 1990
whiting gary R the testimony of
ofA maleki in the book of mormon jacob
through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and charles D tate
jr 295 306
whittaker david J the book of daniel in early mormon thought in by
study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
1155 201
Zarah emla record 52 december 1990 1
why bountiful why desolation zarahemla
in the word of
soe john A epilogue search the scriptures critically
Widt
widtsoe
god ed dan vogel 265 68
1990

wilcox

S

michael

of jesus christ
the abrahamic covenant in A witness ofjesus

ed richard D draper 271 80
woods fred E the waters which make glad the city of god the water motif
of ezekiel 471 12 in A witness of jesus christ ed richard D draper
281 98
wright H curtis ancient burials of metal documents in stone boxes in
by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
2273 334
monnon ensign 20
wright ruth B draw strength from the book of mormon
november 1990 78 79

HISTORY
Mormon doms watershed this people
alexander thomas G the manifesto mormondoms
1I11
1I
fall 1990 20 27
allaman john lee uniforms and equipment of the black hawk war and the
mormon war western illinois regional studies 13 spring 1990 5 18
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studies

BYU

nauvoos
whitmer historical association
voos masonic hall john whitmerhistoncal
ailen james B Nau
allen
alien
journal 10
1990 39
49
101990
399
new Yyork
ane
smith sne
anderson rodger 1I joseph smiths
olk
oie reputation reexamined salt lake
city signature books 1990
amngton
arrington leonard days of praise and thanksgiving this people I11I holiday
1

1

478

1990 47 48

monnon settlement in southern alberta in the
historical roots of the mormon
mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y card and others 3 18
day
luy
backman M V jr flight from kirtland in regional studies in latter lay
saint church history ohio 139 53
ism joseph smiths use of the bible 1820
mormonism
barlow philip L before Monnon
1829 journal of american academy of religion 57 winter 1989
739 71
Gerald me P mineau and douglas L anderton fertility change on
bean lee L geraldine
the american frontier berkeley university of california press 1990
beecher maureen ursenbach mormon women in southern alberta the
pioneer years in the mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y card
and others 211 30
bennett richard E plucking not planting mormonism in eastern canada
1830 1850 in the mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y card
and others 19 34
bentley amy L comforting the motherless children the alice louise
reynolds womens forum dialogue 23 fall 1990 39 61
DaleLL lower goshen archaeology of a mormon pioneer town BYU
5 YU
daie
dale
berge daiel
bergedalel
studies 30 spring 1990 67 89
bishop michael guy eternal marriage in early mormon marital beliefs
the historian 52 autumn 1990 77 88
what has become of our fathers 9 baptism for the dead at nauvoo
dialogue 23 summer 1990 85 98
A time of contrasts in inregional
regional
black
blacksS E josephs experience in hiram ohio atimeof
44
studies in latter day saint church history ohio 27
2744
bohn david E our own agenda sunstone 14 june 1990 45 49
bradley james L zion s camp 1834 prelude to the civil war salt lake city
publishers press 1990
bradley martha S the women of fundamentalism short creek 1953
dialogue 23 summer 1990 15 37
brewster hoyt W jr martyrs of the kingdom salt lake city bookcraft 1990
brown lisle G temple ordinances as administered in nauvoo illinois 1840
1

459

research report

21
March
April 1990
marchapril
burke lee H history of the washington DC LDS ward
wald from beginnings
waid
1839 to dissolution 1975 salt lake city publishers press 1990
A asb
ush
ash in a sea of faith christianizing the american people cam
butler jon awash
bridge harvard university press 1990
cannon donald Q ed regional studies in larter
duy saint church history
larrer day
latter
provoutah
isles provo
bntishlsles
british
utah department of church history and doctrine 1990
card brigham Y charles ora card and the founding of the mormon settlements
in southwestern alberta northwest
north west territories in the mormon
pre
presence
Pie sence in canada ed brigham Y card and others 77 107
utah
loganutah
the mormon presence in canada logan
card brigham Y and others eds themormonpresenceincanada
utah state university press 1990

1846

I1

1

Z
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carmody denise lardner and john tully Can
nody the republic of many
carmody
mansions new york paragon house 1990
carpenter alien
ailen the encyclopedia of the central west new york facts on
allen
file 1990
chronicles of courage I vol to date salt lake city daughters of utah pio1

neers 1990
i an
hany
frontierguardian
hand
guard
Guardian
notices from
cook lyndon W comp Deat
and marriage noticesfrom
death
deathand
trom the frontier
leathand
monnon origins 1990
1849 1852 orem utah center for research of mormon
ed aaron johnson correspondence orem utah center for research of
mormon origins 1990
monnon
cooper rex eugene promises made to the fathers mormon covenant
organization salt lake city university of utah press 1990
cottam naomi M and beatrice B malouf landmarks and events along the
historic mormon trail in chronicles of courage 1329 76
cowan R 0 the house of the lord in kirtland A preliminary temple in
regional studies in latter day saint church history ohio 105 22
croney mary E wait
walt til harvest pocatello idaho landmark publishers 1990
daniels roger coming to america A history of immigration and ethnicity in
american life new york harper collins publishers 1990
defa dennis R ed the utah letters of alexander C badger jr utah
historical quarterly 58 winter 1990 64 80
dinnerstein leonard and others natives and strangers blacks indians and
immigrants in america new york oxford university press 1990

driggs ken lorenzo snows appellate court victory utah historical
quarterly 58 winter 1990 81 93
jamestown
earnestown
eamestown
Eames
town branch of the church of jesus christ of latter
early branches A Earnes
1850
47
day saints 1830 850
s50 nauvoo journal 2 october 1990 118
1187
edwards paul M A time and a season history as history john whitmer
historical association journal 10 1990 85 90
embry jessie L two legal wives mormon polygamy in canada the united
states and mexico in the mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y
card and others 170 85
enders donald L the sacred grove ensign 20 april 1990 14 17
esplin ronald K the significance of nauvoo for latter day saints journal
of mormon history 16 1990 71 86
franklin robert J and pamela S buttle the plute new york chelsea
house 1990
garrett H D the coming forth of the doctrine and covenants in regional
studies in latter day saint church history ohio 89 103
gaunt larene A covenant restored ensign 20 july 1990 32 51
gibbons ted like a lamb to the slaughter orem utah keepsake paperbacks 1990
backs1990
nauvoo everyday life in the city of ofjoseph
givens george W in old
joseph salt lake
oldnauvoo
oid
city deseret book co 1990
goodyear imogene the legacy of early latter day saint women A feminist critique john whitmer historical association journal 10 1990
1

21 23

grandstaff mark R and milton V backman jr the social origins of the
cormons
byustudies
Mormons BYU
studies 30 spring 1990 47 66
kirtland mormons
grant helen R A century ago 1889 in chronicles of courage 111 5 1
1
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studies

gustavson mark S truth as meaning faithful history and the interests of the
mormon church sunstone 14 june 1990 51 52
john E mormon nauvoo from a non mormon perspective journal of
hallwasjohn
hallwassjohn
Hallwa
mormon history 16 1990 53 69
hardy B cannon mormon polygamy in mexico and canada A legal and
historiographical review in the mormon presence in canada ed
brigham Y card and others 186 210
harris harry good old fashioned yankee ingenuity unsung triumphs of
american invention chelsea mich scarborough house 1990
emla record 48 april 1990
zarahemla
heater shirley manuscripts and editions Zarah
2 3

variances between the original and printers manuscripts

record 51 october 1990

Zarah emla
zarahemla

22444

variances between the printers manuscript and the 1830 edition
Zarahemla record 52 december 1990 2 4
zarahemla
hendricks rickey lynn landmark architecture for a polygamous family the
brigham young domicile salt lake city utah the public historian I11I
47
17
winter 1989 25
2517
2547
hicks michael ministering minstrels blackface entertainment in pioneer
utah utah historical quarterly 58 winter 1990 49 63
monnon authorship
print studies book of mormon
woodprint
wordprint
wordpfint
hilton john L on verifying Word
BYU studies 30 summer 1990 89 108
holzapfel richard N and T jeffrey cottle old mormon nauvoo 1839 1846
historic photographs and guide provo utah grandin book co 1990
howard richard P the nauvoo heritage of the reorganized church journal
of mormon history 16 1990 41 52
mormon immigration in the 1860s the story of the church
hulmston john K monnon
48
trains utah historical quarterly 58 winter 1990 32
3248
ath ed reno university of
hulse james W the nevada adventure A history 6th
nevada press 1990
jorde L B inbreeding in the utah mormons
cormons
mons an evaluation of estimates based
Mor
Pedi
on pedigreed
pedigrees
grees isonymy and migration matrices annals of human
genetics 53 october 1989 339 55
jorgensen danny L the fiery darts of the adversary an interpretation of
john whitmer historical association journal 10
1990
cutlerism
101990
early butlerism
ism vo
Cutler
1 1

67 83
ner paul history s trickiest questions new york dawnwood
Dawnwood press 1990
Kult
kuttner
dainwood
kutt
46
land of the patriarchs ensign 20 january 1990 38
3846
launius roger D whither reorganization historiography john whitmer
historical association journal 10 1990 24 37
lee rex E constancy and change our historic hallmarks BYU today 44
january 1990 20 26
leonard glen M remembering nauvoo historiographical considerations
journal of mormon history 16 1990 25 39
monnon architecture before
luce W ray building the kingdom of god mormon
1847 BYU studies 30 spring 1990 33
45
3345
1990 28 3 1
May June 199028
ludy diana R nauvoo revisited restoration voice 71 mayjune
maejune
luther ann an 1840s prairie christmas this people I111I1 holiday 1990 26
madsen gordon A joseph smiths 1826 trial the legal setting B YU studies
30 spring 1990 91 108
1
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malouf beatrice B law and order in early utah in chronicles of courage
1249 88
social life and recreation of the utah pioneers in chronicles of courage
1153 200
mccue robert J british columbia and the mormons
cormons in the nineteenth
century in the mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y card and
others 35 52
mcmannersjohn
McManners John the oxford illustrated history of Christian
ity oxford oxford
christianity
ofchristian
university press 1990
mcpherson bob the elk mountain mission moabs
moaba first settlement blue
mountain shadows no 6 spring 1990 60 64
lile
ilie
kahline
ile the gospel in hungary then and now ensign 20 june 1990
lie
lle
mehr Kah
kahlile
kahi
kahl
8 14
moore R laurence

learning to play the mormon way and the way of other
leaming
americans journal of mormon history 16 1990 89 106
morain tom the legacy of early latter day saint women A review john
whitmer historical association journal 10
1990 18 20
101990
cormons
neilsen quig temple square the crown jewel of the mormons
Mor mons salt lake city

the

author 1989
Ephr aims united order
nielson virginia K ephraims
ephraime

saga odthe
the San
pitch 22 1990
sanpitch
of rhe
sanditch

13 19

ogden D K
in

the kirtland hebrew school

latter day saint church

1835 36
history ohio 63 87

in regional studies

olsen emma R pioneer uses of canyons in chronicles of courage
1377
424
137724
otter A A den A congenial environment southern alberta on the arrival
cormons
Mor
of the mormons
mons in the mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y
card and others 53 74
owen barbara the mormon tabernacle organ an american classic salt lake
city temple square 1990
palmer bryon C and craig J palmer mormons
monnons
mormans
Mon
Mor
mons
nons in western canadian agriculture from irrigation to agribusiness in the mormon presence in
canada ed brigham Y card and others 234 59
palmer howard polygamy and progress me
cormons in canada
the reaction to mormons
1887 1923 in the mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y card
and others 108 35
pascoe peggy relations ofrescue
search por
of rescue the searchfor
for female moral authority in the
american west oxford oxford university press 1990
peterson H D the mormon mummies and papyri in ohio in regional studies
atter
in latter
otter day saint church history ohio 123 38
peterson margery J our roots grow deep A history ofcedar
of cedar valley american
fork utah the author 1990
porter L C ye shall go to the ohio exodus of the new york saints to ohio

in regional studies in latter day saint church history
ohio 1 25
portes jacques unefacination reticente
reticence
stats unis dans popinionfrancaise
ret icente les etats
iopinion francaise
nancy france university of nancy press 1990
monnon settlement in western canada A
rasporich anthony W early mormon
comparative communitarian perspective in the mormon presence in
canada ed brigham Y card and others 136 49
1831
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studies

regional studies in
in latter day saint church history ohio provo utah department of church history and doctrine brigham young university 1990
roberts keith A religion in sociological perspective belmont calif
wadsworth publishing company 1989
romig ronald E and john H siebert first impressions the independence
sound
ical associaMis
whitmerhistoricalassocia
soufi printing operation 1832 33 john whitmerhistoi
mls
missouri
1990 51 66
101990
tion journal 10
south will the federal art project in utah out of oblivion or more of the
same utah historical quarterly 58 summer 1990 277 95
monnon in on the barrismith george D joseph smith and the book of mormon
N Y prometheus
cades religion and free inquiry in conflict buffalo NY
books 1989
monnon restoration
71
restoi atton voice 11
smith lucy mack the printing of the book of mormon
restei
January
February 1990 5 8
januaryfebruary
spivey robert A edwin S gaustad and rodney F allen
ailen pathways to
alien
pluralism religious issues in american culture menlo park calif
addison wesley 1990
Lit
del
dei
Te ologia lei
genda e stona
santl
santi
leggenda
liturgic
straniero michele 1I mormoni Leg
lel sand
teologia
storia liturgia
storla
urgia e theologia
Mon dadon Edi
degli ultima
ultimi giorni milan arnoldo mondadori
editore
editors
tore 1990
swensen albert D of a simpler time and place BYU today 44 november
1990
40 45
199040
taylor lorenzo hawaiian mission 1904 1908 from the diaries of lorenzo
taylor hyde park utah taylor 1990
van cott john W utah place names A comprehensive guide to the origins of
geographic names salt lake city university of utah press 1990
van orden bruce A W W phelps his ohio contributions 1835 36 in
regional studies in latter day saint church history ohio 45 62
mormons A history of the minneapolis minnesota
willes fayone B minnesota cormons
stake minneapolis minneapolis minnesota stake 1990
wilson william A mormon folklore and history implications for canadian
research in the mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y card and
others 150 66

inspirational
nas a woman thinketh
Thin keth comp elaine
adams lisa ramsey the home season inasa
Cannon 104
cannon104

8

affleck afton grant love Is the gift salt lake city bookcraft 1990
1990 36 37
alder douglas the emerging woman this people I111I summer 199036
alder elaine reiser relationships and the lords work in As a woman
keth comp elaine cannon 43 48
Thin
thinketh
anderson scott follow follow me prophets patriarchs and heroes in
16
high fives and high hopes
armstrong john encounter with an apostle sunstone 14 february 1990
43 44
arnold marilyn by knowledge shall the chambers be filled in women of
mane cornwall and susan howe 85 99
marie
marle
wisdom and knowledge ed manc
guide to spiritual development salt lake
asay
CarlosE
carlos E in the lords service A gulde
carios
asaycarlose
city deseret book co 1990
spiritual checkups brigham young university 1989 1990 devotional
and fireside speeches 155 65
1

1
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moi
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123

asay
jean the door begins to open in great teaching moments ed kendall
asayjean
ayres 65 66
spirit teaches scripture in great teaching moments ed kendall
the spint
ayres
2
marie
marle
ashton norma B the touch in women of wisdom and knowledge ed mane
cornwall and susan howe 13 27
ayres kendall the moment long awaited in great teaching moments
ed kendall ayres 23 24
ed great teaching moments salt lake city bookcraft 1990
janene wolsey on the roller coaster called motherhood salt lake
baadsgaardjanenewolsey
baadsgaard
city bookcraft 1990
bangerter cory traps in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres
1

53 56
A woman s guide to
bateman anya 1 dlyn t place in the talent race but
recognizing her strengths salt lake city deseret book co 1990
beck martha nibley and john C beck breaking the cycle of compulsive
behavior salt lake city deseret book co 1990
ituality and self
apii
spii rituality
inner self salt
bednar richard L spirituality
seif esteem developing the innel
lake city deseret book co 1990
pain in women of
bergin marian S As parents what do we do with the paing
mane
wisdom and knowledge ed marie
marle cornwall and susan howe 153 58
bird randall C rad hot cool and awesome do spirituality and popularity
mix in high fives and high hopes 17 27
boyes kate tracks in the field dialogue 23 spring 1990 152 55
1990 8 9
bradford mary L tram
train up your sons exponent 11ilII 9 no 331990
brandt carol laughing in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres
68 70
Thin keth comp elaine
breyton hannah forgiveness in As a woman thinketh
Cannon
74 79
cannon74
bangham
brigham
bngham young university 1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches
provo utah university publications 1990
brown edwin G caring in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres
57 60
Thin keth
brown sonja eddings help from the holy ghost in As a woman thinketh
comp elaine cannon 54 58
burgess allan K becoming a celestial person in a telestial world salt lake
city bookcraft 1990
bytheway john G what are you carrying in your backpack 9 in high fives
40
and high hopes 28
2840
Thin keth
thyself nasa
campbell beverly thou mayest choose for forthyself
inasa woman thinketh
comp elaine cannon 17 25
cannon ann edwards look what came from the pinewood derby this
people 1I111I fall 1990 63
cannon elaine As a woman thinketh
Thin keth ed elaine
Thin keth in As a woman thinketh

cannone
cannon1
Cannon
cannoni

1

8

Thin keth salt lake city bookcraft 1990
a woman thinketh
1 I stand all amazed
Thin keth comp elaine cannon
in As a woman thinketh
40
128
12840
01 more
mole living by the articles of faith salt lake city
moie
turning twelve or
bookcraft 1990
C richard no place for pride ensign 20 march 1990 16 21
Chide
chlde sterC
chidesterc
chidester
As

1
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studies

christianson jack R surviving the teen scene in high fives and high
hopes 41 53
zirconias you choose in high fives and high
cline vivian diamonds or zirconian
hopes 54 63
Thin
thinketh
womanthinkethcomp
cook nadine A A peacemaker inasa woman
ibin keth comp elaine cannon
cooknadinea
90 97
knowledge talks
and andknowledge
cornwall marie and susan howe eds women of wisdom any
selected from the BYU women s conferences salt lake city deseret
book co 1990
covey sean fourth down and life to go how to turn life s setbacks into
triumphs salt lake city bookcraft 1990
davidson karen lynn thriving on our differences A book for LDS women
who feel like outsiders salt lake city deseret book co 1990
done diane follow the guide in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres

36
3 6

downs greg for I1 am not ashamed in great teaching moments ed kendall
ayres 85 86
and then some salt lake city
dunn paul H knowing being doing
bookcraft 1990
durrant george D my best day so far A how to book on happiness salt lake
city bookcraft 1990
starting where they are in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres
45 46
christmases this people I11I
england charlotte hawkins untraditional Christmases
holiday 1990 24 26
england eugene A new era for mormon women and men in women of
wisdom and knowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe 136 43
faust james E the greatest gift salt lake city deseret book co 1990
up por
upfor
reach upeor
for the light salt lake city deseret book co 1990
ferre richard C my way slip away find a way leave a way in women of
wisdom and knowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe 159 65
finlayson ann what I1 have learned about leadership through leading
knowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe
in women of wisdom and andknowledge
1

1

73 76

foulger mary F

promises

keth comp elaine cannon
in As a woman Thin
thinketh

66 73

fronk camille in spite of himself in great teaching moments ed kendall
ayres 77 80
gibson arvin S in search of ofangels
midst the bramble bushes salt
angels findingjoymidst
finding joy ulyst
lake city horizon 1990
glazier stewart to whom will you listen in great teaching moments
ed kendall ayres 93 98
griffith mack clean slate in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres
71 74

hansen suzanne teen trials and triumphs in high fives and high hopes
64 74
Korihor exponent 11II 9 no 3 1990 4
hardy melinda sympathies with korihor
Grieveth me that I1 should lose this tree in great teaching
haws kelly it grieveth
moments ed kendall ayres 35 38
sight in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 17 20
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monnon male
heaton tim B confessions of a sometimes reactionary mormon
knowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe
in women of wisdom and
ani andknowledge
144
499
1449

hiatt duane E overcoming personal loss salt lake city deseret book

co
1990
co1990

higa barbara good summertime nutrition begins at home this people

I111I1

summer 1990 14 15
or youth salt lake
especiallyor
high fives and high hopes favorite talks especially
for
city deseret book co 1990
hinckley gordon B A wonderful summer in brigham young university
1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches I11 17
hoffman bert groves in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 39 42
howe susan calling myself a poet in women of wisdom and knowledge ed
marie cornwall and susan howe 240 48
jack elaine L stability in these times in women of wisdom and knowledge
ed marie cornwall and susan howe 34 44
jardine winnifred C sweet hour of prayer in As a woman thinketh
Thin keth comp
elaine cannon 49 53
johnson clare H speak up theyre listening in As a woman thinketh
Thin keth
comp elaine cannon 9 16
johnson jerry ten things not to do on your mission that 1I did on mine
this people I11I fall 1990 28 31
jones barbara barrington how to ruin a romance in high fives and high
1 1

1

1

1

75 8 1
hopes
hopes75
jones carol H the fun and games trap this people I11I holiday 1990 13
jones nancy kidnapped for christmas this people I11I holiday 1990 24
kapp ardeth greene my neighbor my sister my friend salt lake
city deseret book co 1990
kimball stanley B the power of place and the spirit of locale finding god on
western trails journal of mormon history 16 1990 3 9
kirkham kate L on being teachable in women of wisdom and knowledge
ed marie cornwall and susan howe 107 20
knight ruth carrying on dialogue 23 fall 1990 151 65
kuhlman thomas A A landowner chides brigham young for not speaking to
B YU studies 30 winter
him at buffalo canyon and receives an answer BYU
1

1

1 1

1990 25
199025

lee janet

35

coming home in brigham young university 1989 1990
devotional and fireside speeches 19 21
lee rex E where much Is given some thoughts on appreciation in
brigham young university 1989 1990 devotional and fireside
speeches 23 29
lee rex E and janet G lee find beauty in the storm in brigham young
university 1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches 69 78
lindsay richard P chart your course by it new era 20 september 1990
G

1

4 7

lund gerald N focus in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 9 10
mackay kris gift of love true stories of modern miracles salt lake city
bookcraft 1990
madsen lyman there Is no death inspirational helpsjor
helps yor
jor those who serve in
for
times of sorrow bountiful utah horizon 1990
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marshall jack S

trekking that trying trembling tremendous trail toward
testimony or how to come to know I know in high fives and high
hopes 82 93
marshall richard J home teaching with purpose and power salt lake city
deseret book co 1990
matthews robert J individual benefits in searching the scriptures in great
teaching moments ed kendall ayres 91 92
keth comp elaine
thinketh
metcalf holly feasting upon the word inasawomantlunkethcomp
inasa woman Thin
118 27
Cannon
cannon118
millet robert L 1 I guess he must be human in great teaching moments
ed kendall ayres 61 64
gi eat
until they know we care in great
fat teaching moments ed kendall
ayres 11 14
morley todd just enough truth for Christma
stime dialogue 23 winter
christmastime
christmastide
chnstmastime
1

1990

133 38
momson sam D teach students
morrison
ed kendall ayres 15 16

not lessons in great teaching moments

Thin keth comp
null kathleen casey the educated parent in As a woman thinketh
elaine cannon 109 17
keth
okazaki chieko N the truth will make you free in As a woman Thin
thinketh
comp elaine cannon 98 103
shelia
shella life death the known and the unknown in women of wisdom
olsen sheila
mane cornwall and susan howe 45 50
marle
and knowledge ed marie
owens marlene W being about my fathers business in women of wisdom
marie cornwall and susan howe 77 82
marle
and knowledge ed mane
parker todd tactfully tackling todays temptations in high fives and
andhigh
high
hopes 94 102
parry catherine corman
connan st hild abbess of whitby in women of wisdom and
knowledge ed mane
marie cornwall and susan howe 51 57
marle
paulsen blaine
blame
biame M christmas in baja this people I11I holiday 1990 24
peck elbert eugene weeping by the waters of
zion sunstone 14 december
ofzion
1

1

1990 9 10
perry L tom where there Is no vision in brigham young umeisityl989
university 1989
1990 devotional and fireside speeches 109 16
peterson kim M self portraits picturing your best self in high fives and
high hopes 103 9
peterson stanley A to thine own self be true in great teaching moments
ed kendall ayres 25 28
omegar
pmegar
pinegar ed J eternal instruction in great teaching moments ed kendall
ayres 67 68
plummer louise the madonna oma in women of wisdom and knowledge
know ledge
mane
ed marie
marle cornwall and susan howe 225 46
porter richard L A sign of love in great teaching moments ed kendall
ayres 87 90
proctor maurine georgies on the comer this people I111I holiday 1990 59
and no lots of things this people I1111I summer 1990 11 12
I 1I spring 1990
8
through the open gate this people 111
rasmus carolyn J in the strength ofthe
rke lordi
the
do ali
lord 1I can doall
ail things salt lake city
all
odthe
of rhe
deseret book co 1990
rock brad unimpressed in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 75 76
eldine
Thin keth comp elaine
roundy phyllis the late bloomer in As a woman thinketh
Cannon 59 65
cannon59
1
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in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 29 30
schofield deniece springing the time trap salt lake city deseret book
co 1990
anton in great teaching moments ed kendall
corianton
shurtleff michael modem Cori
ayres 81 82
smith barbara B god Is on our side are we on his in As a woman
Thin keth comp elaine cannon 85 89
thinketh
1I 9 no 3
1990 3
smith heather gilliland the pruning exponent H
las
smoot margaret magna cum laude to the macintosh taking inventory aas
in As
Thin keth comp elaine cannon 26 34
a woman thinketh
soderberg david foundation in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 21 22
spunt lois with not for the kids this people I111I holiday 1990 23 24
swanson jeff conduit in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 47 52
keth
comans place in the family in As a woman Thin
thinketh
swinton heidi A womans
comp elaine cannon 35 42
tenney dennis to know enough to do in great teaching moments ed
kendall ayres 43 44
knowledge
thayne emma lou learning Is nurture in women of wisdom and andknowledge
ed marie cornwallI1 and Ssusan
usan howe 100 106
thomas dave why are boys so dumb some insights on dating in high
110
10 19
fives and high hopes I1lio
llo
thompson F gerald accountability and the spirit in great teaching
moments ed kendall ayres 83 84
tueller anna waiting in stillness in women of wisdom and knowledge
ed marie cornwall and susan howe 28 33

sandstrom

ted

perspective

ias

1

352

von harrison grant do you know god

orem utah keepsake book

cards 1989
warner katherine R the chosen one in As a woman thinketh
wamer
Thin keth comp elaine
80 84
Cannon
cannon80
white byron R our common cause BYU today 44 january 1990 2 3
wilcox brad taking the dead out of dedication in high fives and high

hopes 120 31
wilcox michael broken heart in great teaching moments ed kendall
ayres 7 8
your journey in brigham young university 1989
winder barbara W enjoy yourjourney
101
1990 devotional and fireside speeches 10
loi 8
wood stephen G snapshots and observations in women of wisdom and
knowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe 129 35
itsasgoodasyoumake
As goodas you make it salt lake city bookcraft 1990
woods ron life
its
woods sonya the playhouse dialogue 23 fall 1990 127 37
wright randal A learning for myself in high fives and high hopes
1

1

132 50

yorgason
yorg
ason blaine M into the rainbow keepsake 1990
the warm spirit salt lake city deseret book co 1990
yorgason blaine and brenton yorgason binding the lord salt lake city
deseret book co 1989
cory and the horned
homed toad salt lake city deseret book co 1989
the problem with immorality salt lake city deseret book co 1989
satan and his hosts salt lake city deseret book co 1989
seeking wealth salt lake city deseret book co 1989
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